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ABSTRACT

Field programmable analog arrays (FPAAs), the analog counterparts of digital field
programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), are suitable for prototyping analog circuits and
implementing dynamically re-configurable analog systems. Although various FPAA
architectures have been recently developed, verj' little work has been reported in
the area of design automation for field programmable analog arrays. The lack of
sophisticated FPAA synthesis tools is becoming one of the key limitations toward
fully exploiting the advantages of FPAAs. To address this problem, this dissertation
presents a complete synthesis flow that can automatically translate abstract-level ana
log function descriptions into FP.\A circuit implementations. The proposed synthesis
flow consists of function decomposition, macro-cell synthesis, placement &: routing,
and post-placement simulation subroutines. The function decomposition subroutine is
aimed at decomposing high-order analog functions into low-order sub-functions. This
not only increases the accuracy of the realized analog functions, but also reduces the
routing complexity of the synthesized circuits. The macro-cell sv-nthesis subroutine
generates circuit implementations for the decomposed sub-functions. Then. FPAA
placement & routing is performed to map the synthesized analog circuits onto FPAA
chips. The final stage of the s\*nthesis flow is post-placement simulation, which is
used to verify that the synthesized circuits meet performance specifications.
The major contributions of this dissertation are techniques developed for imple
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menting the FPAA synthesis flow.

In the work of function decomposition, we de

veloped theoretical proofs for two optimization criteria that were previously used to
search optimal function decomposition solutions. In addition, we developed more ef
ficient procedures to search optimal function decomposition solutions. To implement
the macro-cell synthesis subroutine, we proposed a modified signal flow graph to rep)resent FPAA circuits. Graph transformations are introduced for exploring alternative
circuit structures in FPAA synthesis. Finally, in the work of FPAA placement and
routing, an efficient method for estimating FPAA parasitic effects was developed.
The effectiveness of the developed techniques is demonstrated by the experiments of
synthesizing various FPAA circuits. The proposed synthesis methodologies will sig
nificantly simplify the use of FPAAs, and consequently make FPAAs more appealing
in analog design.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
1.1

Motivations

Although the majority of modern electronic s\'stems are currently implemented in dig
ital domain, analog circuits still play essential roles in a wide range of applications.
This is primarily because signals in the real world are represented by continuous val
ues. In order to communicate between digital systems and the analog environment,
analog circuits, such as D/.A. and .A./D converters, have to be employed. In addition,
analog circuits are normally superior to digital circuits in terms of speed and power
consumption. In applications that require very high speed operations or ultra-lowpower consumption, analog circuits, instead of digital circuits, are often preferred.
For example, analog techniques are currently used to implement circuits that process
giga-hertz signals in wireless applications and optical communication systems. Mean
while, with the emerging demand for low power circuits used in portable devices and
medical instruments, more analog circuits are expected to be developed for low power
applications.
Despite the enormous demand for analog circuits, the majority of analog circuits
are still manually designed because of the lack of sophisticated analog synthesis tools.
The slow progress in developing analog design automation tools is due to the difficulty
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to hide detail circuit information when modeling analog circuit performance. Without
the help of analog synthesis tools, the process of manually designing analog circuits
is very time consuming and expensive.

For example, the transistor count of the

analog circuits on a mixed-signal chip may be a small portion of the total number of
transistors on the chip. However, more time and effort may have to be spent on the
design of the analog portion of the mixed-signal chip.
As an attempt to reduce analog design cycle and cost, field programmable analog
arrays (FPA.A.s) are developed as a fast and cost effective approach to implement
or prototype analog circuits. Generally speaking, FP.-\.As are semiconductor devices
that contain basic analog components and can be electrically configured to implement
various analog functions. By properly programming FPAAs. designers can quickly
turn design concepts into working hardware without going through time consuming
fabrication processes. This advantage makes FPAAs an ideal platform for prototyping
analog circuits. In addition, FP.\As can also be used in the implementation of new
commercial products in order to reduce the time-to-market, which is becoming an
important factor for new commercial products to succeed. Furthermore, for products
with small volume in demand, FPAAs provide a more cost-effective implementation
since FPAAs are massively fabricated resulting in a ver>" low cost per device.
FPAAs also provide the ability to dynamically re-configure the circuits that are
implemented on FPAA chips. This feature leads to the application of implementing
dvTiamically re-configurable analog circuits by using FPAAs. Recently, dynamically
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re-configurable analog circuits become a very promising research frontier because
of their potential applications in fault-tolerant circuits, adaptive analog computa
tion systems, and evolutionary hardware. Finally, another important application of
FPAAs is to be integrated with field programmable gate arrays (FPG.As) to provide
a single chip solution for field programmable mixed-signal devices. Currently, FPGAs are widely used in digital hardware design. However, with the trend toward
System-on-a-Chip (SoC), purely digital FPG.A. architectures will become obsolete
since both analog and digital functions are desired to be implemented on a single
chip. The integration of FPAAs and FPGAs into a single chip will meet the demand
of Systems-on-a-Chip, and make field programmable devices more flexible.
Unlike their digital counterparts (FPG.\s) which have been already widely used in
digital design, FPAAs are still in their infancies. Previously, the research on FP.A.As
was primarily conducted by university research groups. In the last few years, new
companies were started to produce FPAA products. So far. FPAAs are still being
evaluated by potential users. In order to make FPAAs to be widely recognized as an
attractive approach in analog design, the following two issues need to be addressed.
First, the performance (such as bandwidth) of FPAAs should be capable to handle a
wide range of applications. Second, sophisticated design automation tools need to be
available to FPAA users. Such design automation tools will allow system designers
(not only analog specialists) to implement analog functions with using FPAAs. Being
appreciated by system designers (who potentially represent the majority of FPAA
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users) is a key factor for FPAAs to succeed on the commercial market.
To address the issue of FPAA performance, various circuit techniques have been
developed. With using current-mode circuit techniques and bipolar devices. FP.A.As
operating at tens mega-hertz frequency range have been reported. It has also been
demonstrated that FPAAs can achieve relatively high accuracy and moderate band
width (up to mega-hertz) by using switched-capacitor (SC) circuit techniques and
conventional CMOS fabrication processes. Such performance merits are sufficient for
FP.A.AS to be used in a wide range of applications. Despite the progress in develop
ing FPAA circuit techniques, there is very little work reported in the area of FP.AA
design automation techniques. \t present, e.xisting FP.\A C.A.D tools provide only
graphical interfaces for users to manually configure analog components on FP.\As.
The lack of FPAA design automation tools, which can automatically generate FPAA
circuits from behavioral analog function descriptions, is currently a major obstacle
that prevents system designers from using FPAAs. This observation is the major
motivation of this research.
Our research on field programmable analog array synthesis is also motivated by the
following facts. First, an important application of FPAAs is their use in d\*namically
re-configurable analog systems, where analog circuits are re-configured on-the-fiy.
FPAA svTithesis methodologies will provide the mechanism to automatically generate
new FPAA configurations in such applications. Second, with the emergence of fieldprogrammable mixed-signal devices that consist of both FPAAs and FPGAs, FPAA
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synthesis methodologies will become an important part in the design automation flow
of future programmable mixed-signal devices.

1.2

Objectives and Contributions

In this thesis, we investigated synthesis methodologies for FP.\.A.s that are designed
by using switched-capacitor (SC) techniques. The selection of SC-type FP.A.As in this
research is due to the fact that a large number of FP.\.A.s have been developed by
using SC techniques. Normally. SC-tv-pe FP.\As are superior to other type FP.A..\s in
terms of flexibility, accuracy, and implementation cost. Thanks to these advantages.
SC-type FP.\.A.s are verv- suitable for a wide range of applications, and extremely
promising to commercially succeed. In addition, another reason for us to target on
SC-type FP.\.A.s in this research is that there is a commercial SC-type FP.A.A product
currently available on the market. The synthesis methodologies developed in this
research can be immediately verified by applying them to the commercial device.
Since FP.-VAs are relatively new devices, the synthesis flow for FP.\A devices is
not well addressed yet. Hence, the first objective of this research is to develop a
well partitioned FP.A.A svnthesis flow. The proposed s\-nthesis flow consists of four
subroutines, which are Function Decomposition, Macro-Cell Synthesis, Placement &
Routing, and Post-Placement Simulation. The techniques for FP.AA post-placement
simulation have been investigated in another project. Therefore, this thesis focuses
on techniques used in the implementation of the first three sub-routines.
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The function decomposition subroutine is aimed to decompose high-order analog
functions into low-order sub-functions (which are primarily second-order and firstorder sub-functions). Performing the function decomposition reduces circuit perfor
mance degradation caused by small variations on FPAA component values. For a
given high-order analog function, the decomposition solution that results in the max
imum circuit dynamic range is normally preferred and, hence, is often referred to as
the optimal decomposition solution of the given function. Since there exist a large
number of possible decomposition solutions for a high-order function, the main ob
jective in the work of function decomposition is to investigate efficient methods for
searching optimal decomposition solutions. Previously, two criteria have been pro
posed (but without theoretical proofs) for searching optimal function decomposition
solutions. In this work, we first theoretically proved the correctness of the two cri
teria. Then, we showed that the search for optimal decomposition solutions can be
more efficiently conducted by using Dijstra's shortest path algorithm. Furthermore,
we developed a method to include other practical design concerns (such as decreasing
the effects caused by noises from input sources and power supply) in function decom
position. This allows designers to perform trade-offs between circuit dynamic ranges
and other performance metrics.
The macro-cell synthesis subroutine synthesizes FPAA circuit implementations
for the decomposed sub-functions (macro-cells). Previously, some work has been re
ported on sjTithesizing SC circuits from transfer functions. However, the previous
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approaches are not suitable for FPAA rnacro-cell synthesis since they normally as
sume that unlimited hardware resources (capacitor and interconnect resources) are
available in circuit s\*nthesis. Also, most previous approaches target on specific ana
log functions and tend to use fixed circuit topologies. In macro-cell synthesis, we
synthesize FPAA circuits with limited capacitor resources and restricted interconnect
patterns. In order to implement analog functions under FPAA hardware constraints,
alternative circuit structures have to be explored in FPAA synthesis. Therefore, the
objective in the work of macro-cell synthesis is to develop techniques for exploring
alternative FPAA circuit structures for given analog functions. To address this is
sue, we developed a modified signal flow graph to represent FPAA circuits. .Also,
graph transformation procedures were proposed for deriving new circuit structures
from existing circuit implementations. To deal with FPAA constraints on capacitor
resources, a new procedure for performing capacitor scaling operation was developed
in this work.
The synthesized macro-cell circuits are mapped onto the FPAA chip by the place
ment and routing subroutine. The optimization issue in FPAA placement and routing
is to minimize circuit performance degradation caused by FPAA parasitics. For SCtype FPAAs, the major parasitics are the parasitic resistance and capacitance on
FPAA interconnect networks. Although SC circuits are relatively insensitive to such
parasitics, we did observe performance variations when FPAA circuits are placed and
routed differently. In order to search the optimal placement and routine solution (the
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solution that results in the minimum performance degradation), methods to model
FPAA parasitic effects need to be developed first. In this work, we developed a novel
method to estimate the circuit performance degradation caused by routing analog
circuits on the FP.\A chip. Based on this method, we proposed a new parameter,
the capacitor attenuation factor, to model the parasitic effects on SC-type FPAAs.
The validity of the proposed estimation method is demonstrated by our experiment
results.
In summar\'. by this research we developed a complete FPAA synthesis flow that
automatically translates high-level function specifications into FP.AA circuit imple
mentations. The validity of the synthesis flow is demonstrated by a developed pro
totype FP.\A synthesis software. The developed FPAA synthesis techniques will not
only reduce the design time of FPAA circuits, but also make the use of FP.\As avail
able to system designers (who may not want to spend time on detail circuit design).
In addition, techniques developed in this work can also be extended to synthesizing
general analog circuits, which is still a very challenge research direction.

1.3

Dissertation Organization

This dissertation consists of ten chapters. Chapter 2 provides a review on the de
velopment of field programmable analog arrays. Different FPAA architectures and
future trends in FPAA design are discussed in this chapter. Chapter 3 focuses on
the architecture of MPAA020 device, which is the FPAA chip targeted in this re

search. The discussion in Chapter 3 covers SC circuit techniques, MPAA020 CAB
cell design, and the programmable interconnect networks on the MPAA chip. Chap
ter 4 describes the proposed FPAA synthesis flow. Circuits examples are provided
to illustrate the concerns in FPAA s\*nthesis. Chapter 5 addresses the techniques
used in the function decomposition subroutine. Chapter 6 and 7 cover the issues in
macro-cell synthesis. First, the graph representation of macro-cell circuits and the
proposed graph transformation procedures are described in Chapter 6. Then, pro
cedures to assign FPAA capacitor values and examine alternative circuit stnictures
are discussed in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 studies the issues in the FPAA placement
and routing subroutine. In Chapter 9, various FPAA circuits that are synthesized by
using the proposed techniques are presented. Measurement results of the synthesized
circuits are also provided in Chapter 9. Further work is discussed in Chapter 10
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW OF FPAA TECHNOLOGIES

Field programmable analog arrays (FPAAs) are semiconductor devices that can be
electrically configured to implement \-arious analog functions. As discussed in Chap
ter 1, FPAAs are suitable for rapidly prototyping analog systems and implementing
dynamically re-configurable analog circuits. Motivated by these applications, signif
icant efforts have been devoted to the research and development on FPAA devices.
This chapter provides a survey of the development of FPAA techniques. First. Sec
tion 2.1 describes the generic structure of FPAA devices. Design concerns in the
development of FPAA devices are also discussed in this section. Section 2.2 summa
rizes the recent development on FPAA circuit techniques. In Section 2.3. we discuss
previously reported computer-aided design (CAD) techniques for FP.A.A devices.

2.1

FPAA Concept

The generic FPAA architecture is shown in Figure 2.1 [1]. It consists of Configurable
Analog Blocks (CABs), interconnection networks, I/O circuits, and on-chip memo
ries. CABs are the most important function blocks on an FPAA chip. Each CAB.
containing a set of primitive analog components, can be configured to implement bjisic
analog functions (such as integration, summation, and so on). CABs are connected
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through the configurable interconnect networks to implement more compUcated ana
log functions. The implemented analog circuits interface with external environment
through FPAA I/O circuits. The configurations of CABs, interconnect networks, and
I/O circuits are controlled by FP.A.A configuration bit streams, which are stored in
on-chip memories.
CAB
IN OUT

CAB
IN OUT

CAB

I/O
Programmable Interconnect network

On-chip memories

FIGURE 2.1. The generic FPAA architecture [I].

There are various trade-offs in the implementation of the above FPA.A. architec
ture. First, selecting the granularity of FPAA components involves the trade-offs
between flexibility,

area efficiency, and performance. Small FP.\A granularity nor

mally leads to good flexibility and high area efficiency. However, it may also requires
complicated interconnect networks, which introduce large parasitic effects and conse
quently degrade FPAA performance. On the contrar\', FPAAs with large granularity
can achieve high performance, but suffer from reduced configuration flexibility and low
area efficiency. Due to these concerns, basic active components in most FPAAs are
operational amplifiers, current conveyors, and other primitive function blocks with
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similar granularity. Such granularity normally results in a good balance between
configuration flexibility, area efficiency, and circuit performance. .Another important
trade-off in FPAA design is how to select FPAA interconnect topologies. If CABs
communicate only with their nearest neighbors, it leads to a topolog\' that allows
only local interconnections. Such interconnect topologies have small parasitic effects,
but limited routing flexibility. On the other hand, allowing global interconnections (a
CAB can communicate with far away CABs) results in versatile routing networks but
with large interconnect parasitics. Currently, there is no clear evidence to show which
type of interconnect topologies is superior to the other. FP.A.A designers normally
make the decisions based on their target applications.
The third trade-off in FP.\A design is on selecting circuit implementation tech
niques. Generally speaking, FPAAs can be implemented by either discrete-time ap
proach or continuous-time approach [5]. In the discrete-time approach, FP.A.As are
implemented by using switched-capacitor or switched-current circuit techniques. In
such circuits, it is easy to accurately program component values by using digital con
trol signals. However, due to such circuits operating in "sample-and-hold" mode,
discrete-time FPAAs require band-limited input signals in order to avoid signal alias
ing. This requirement restricts FPAAs' bandwidth and. hence, limits the applications
of such devices. On the contrarv', continuous-time FPAAs do not pose restrictions on
signal bandwidth. However, such FPAAs normally require more complicated circuits
for programming FPAA parameters. For example, tuning circuits are usually needed
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in order to implement accurate programmable resistors. This disadvantage makes
continuous-time FPA.-\.s more complicated and consequently take large silicon areas.
The implementation of FPAAs can also be classified into voltage-mode categor\'
or current-mode category, \bltage-mode FPAAs have high fan-out capabilities and
well-developed circuit techniques. .A.lso, signals in most applications are represented
by voltage values. These facts make voltage-mode FPAAs the favorite choice of
most FPAA designers. However, the advantages of current-mode circuits, including
simple circuit implementation, high bandwidth, large dynamic range, and robust noise
immunity with low power supply, are attracting more designers to implement FP.\As
in current-mode. In the following section, we review the previously developed FP.A.As
to show how circuit techniques are selected to emphasize different design concerns.

2.2

Recent Development on FPAA Devices

The attempt to build re-configurable analog devices started from the early develop>ment on programmable gain amplifiers [6, 7], re-configurable filters [8, 9|. and pro
grammable neural networks [10, 11]. The experimental experience and circuit tech
niques gained in these activities have been a valuable resource for the development of
more general programmable analog circuits [5]. Recently, inspired by the success of
FPGAs in digital design, significant efforts have been devoted to the development of
FPAAs from both academic and industrial research groups. The following paragraphs
serve as a brief literature review of the recent development of FPAA techniques.
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2.2.1

Voltage-Mode FPAAs

Since voltage-mode circuit techniques have been well established in analog design,
various FPAA devices have been developed by taking the advantage of the voltagemode circuit techniques.

Figure 2.2 shows a MOS-transconductor based voltage-

mode FPAA [2, 12]. Its CABs consist of operational amplifiers and programmable
feedback capacitors.

Programmable resistors are implemented by modified MOS-

transconductors, which are located in the cross-bar interconnect network. Its inter
connect network has a high degree of flexibility and large parasitic effects. Becciuse
the g,n (transconductance) of MOS-transconductors and capacitor values are sensitive
to both fabrication and temperature \^riations. this type of FPAAs normally can not
achieve high accuracy when implementing analog functions. To avoid this drawback.
FPAAs presented in [13, 14] use circuit topologies whose transfer functions depend
on the ratios of passive component values rather than absolute component values.
These approaches exploit the fact that standard IC processes normally have small
mismatching errors but large variations on absolute component values. However, the
restriction of only using the ratios of component values limits analog functions that
can be implemented on such FPAAs and hence reduces the flexibility of such FPAAs.
The FPAAs discussed above all belong to the continuous-time category*. Due to
the difficulty to accurately implement programmable resistive components, analog
functions that can be accurately realized by continuous-time FPAAs are limited. To
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FIGURE 2.2. A MOS-transconductor based FF.\A [2j.

address this problem, discrete-time FPAAs are developed by using switched-capacitor
(SC) circuit techniques. In such implementations, resistive components are imple
mented by periodically charging and discharging capacitors. Programming capacitor
values are achieved by the utilization of Programmable Capacitor Banks (PCBs). In
addition, another advantage of SC-type FPAAs is that switching components, which
are crucial parts of SC circuits, can also function as configuration components for
FP.-\.A interconnect networks. This will reduce FP.\A interconnect parasitic effects.
Literature [15] presents an SC-type FPAA with small grain size of C.\Bs (each CAB
consists of only one operational amplifier and two feedback switches). This design
implements PCBs outside CABs to allow efficiently sharing capacitor resources by
different active components. Another SC-tj-pe FPAA that uses a relatively large
CAB is presented in [16]. In this architecture, each CAB consists of two back-to-back
connected integrators and four PCBs. CABs axe configured through programming
both the clock phases of switches and the values of PCBs. Due to the hard-wired
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CAB structure, this FPAA architecture has small parasitic effects and, consequently,
achieves relatively high signal bandwidth. To further improve FP.A..-\. performance,
the EPAC (Electrically Programmable .\nalog Chip) device [17] produced by IMP,
Inc. uses even larger grain size of C.A,Bs (function blocks such as .-V/D converters are
pre-fabricated on the chip). It achieves competitive performance, but with the price
of reduced configuration flexibility.
Currently, all commercially available FP.A.A products, including MP.\A020 chip
from Motorola. Inc. [18], TUAC chip from Fast .A.nalog Solution. Inc. [19]. and ispP.\C
chip from Lattice Semiconductor Corporation [20]. are all voltage-mode FP.A.As. The
TRAC chip is a continuous-time FP.A.A and implemented by using bipolar devices.
The TR.A.C architecture consists of 20 CABs and interconnections between CABs are
limited at local level. C.-\Bs in the TRAC chip can be configured to implement log
and anti-log functions, making it suitable for analog computation applications. The
ispPAC device is also a continuous-time FPAA. It is optimized for signal conditioning
and filtering applications. Each CAB in the ispPAC chip contains a summing am
plifier, two instrument amplifiers with differential inputs, and several programmable
feedback capacitors. Similar to the EPAC approach, the ispPAC device employs a
large grain size of CABs to achieve competitive performance. The Motorola MPAA020
chip is implemented by using SC circuit techniques. It has a well-defined array archi
tecture with a good balance between performance and configuration flexibility. This
FP-A.A is targeted in our research cind its architecture will be discussed in Chapter 3.
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2.2.2

Current-Mode FPAAs

Attracted by the advantages of current-mode circuits, several current-mode FPAAs
have been recently developed [21. 22, 23. 10, 24].

The FPAA described in [22]

consists of current conveyors, programmable resistors, and capacitors. In this ap
proach, the programmable resistors are implemented by both MOSFET transconductors and CMOS transistor pairs with tuning circuits consisting of OTAs (Operational
Transconductance Amplifiers). The programmability of capacitors in [22] is based on
capacitive multiplier principle and the capacitor gains are controlled by the values of
programmable resistors. This method needs fewer real capacitors and thus is more
area efficient than the PCB based approach. .-Vnother interesting feature of this FPAA
is that current conveyors can be used as both active elements and interconnect con
figuration switches. This feature reduces components in signal paths, which benefits
performance but lowers the utilization of CABs. Recently, it has been demonstrated
that the current conveyor based FPAAs can achieve lOMHz signal bandwidth. Such
performance is sufficient to allow this type FPAAs being used in video applications.
Another reported current-mode FPAA is based on folded cascaded current mirror
and current integrator circuits [21, 25]. In this approach, the programmability is
achieved by configuring active circuits, such as changing bias current or activating
certain slices of active circuits. This leads to the majority of the programming devices
located on DC (bias) paths, resulting in that most signal paths can be hard-wired with
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small parasitic effects. Additional techniques, including differential signaling schemes
and local interconnect topologies, are used to reduce parasitic effects and achieve
better performance. A fabricated prototype device is reported to work properly with
signal frequency ranging from tens kHz to a few MHz [25]
The bipolar FPAA in [23] uses fully differential current-mode circuits and can
achieve the bandwidth of several hundred mega-hertz. CABs in this FPAA have a
large grain size, comprising two adders, a multiplier, and an amplifier/integrator cir
cuit. These basic function units are specially designed to avoid the use of switches
in the FPAA configurable interconnect networks. The parameters of these function
units, such as the weights of adder inputs, are tunable through programming the bias
current of active circuits. Interconnections between CABs are primarily implemented
locally to reduce the performance degradation caused by interconnect parasitics. Be
sides the above discussed FPAAs. other reported current-mode FPAAs include de
vices that are based on switched-current technique [10] and OTA circuits [26]. In
general, current-mode FPAAs have large bandwidth and simple implementations.
Also, current-mode circuits have larger dynamic range than voltage-mode circuits
with reduced supply voltage. This fact makes current-mode FPAAs more attractive
in future low voltage applications. However, in order to use current-mode FPAAs in
various applications, the weak driving capabilit\- of current-mode circuits need to be
addressed.
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2.2.3

Fieid-Programmable Mixed-Signal Arrays

With the trend toward System-on-a-Chip. FP.-VAs will be integrated with FPG.\s
to provide a platform for implementing mixed-signal systems on a signal chip. A
prototype of such mixed-signal devices is presented in [27]. It combines previously
designed FPGAs and FPAAs along with .A./D and D/.'V converters. The data con
verters are also designed to be programmable allowing trade-offs between converter
resolution and the number of converters, .\nother field-programmable

mixed-digital

array (FPMA) is currently under development at .Johns Hopkins University coop
erated with .A.ctel Corporation [28|. This product is targeting on radiation-tolerant
applications in space. The analog part of this FPM.A. is a one-time programmable
continuous-time analog array, which comprises operational amplifiers, programmable
resistors and capacitors.
The FIPSOC chip [3] is an FPMA device which is already commercially available
on the market. The FIPSOC architecture includes a microcontroller, an FPGA. and
a set of configurable analog circuits as shown in Figure 2.3. The embedded 8051
microcontroller is used for both device configuration and general purpose computa
tion. The FPGA is an SRAM-based programmable cells in large granularity. The
configurable analog circuits are optimized for signal conditioning and data acquisition
applications rather than general-purpose analog functions. .A.n interesting feature of
this device is the ability of dynamic re-configuration, which is achieved by using back
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up memory to store extra configurations that can be swapped in real time under the
command of the microcontroller.

On-chip
memory

FPCA

t>p core

Config.
memory

Interface
circuit

FPAA

I/O —

FIGURE 2.3. The FIPSOC architecture [3].

The integration of FP.\A and FFGA circuits into a single chip imposes significant
challenges on FPAA design. This is not only because the operation of analog circuits
(FPAAs) has to be robust enough to immunize FPAAs against coupling noise from
digital circuits, but also due to the fact that the analog circuits have to be compatible
with digital fabrication processes. Normally, mixed-signal systems are dominated by
the portion of digital circuits. Therefore, the fabrication processes for mixed-signal
devices are usually optimized for digital circuits. To improve the performance of dig
ital circuits, device feature sizes and supply voltage are continuously scaling down.
This poses significant challenges to analog circuit design for maintaining satisfactor\performance. Currently, the use of current-mode circuits is a promising approach to
tackle this problem. In addition, techniques of using different analog signal represen
tations [29, 30] are also under investigation for designing programmable mixed-signal
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arrays.

2.3

FPAA CAD Techniques

Currently, all commercial FPAA devices [18, 19, 20] come with design support tools,
which provide graphical interfaces for users to manually configure FPAA components
and perform signal routing. Meanwhile, the task of generating configuration bitstreams from circuit schematics is also carried out by FP.-VA design tools. In general,
such CAD tools serve as only interfaces that hide detail FPAA hardware implemen
tation from FPAA users. They lack for the ability to automatically generate FP.A.A
circuits from behavioral function descriptions. This means that FPAA users have to
reply on their analog expertise to manually design FPAA circuits and perform FPAA
placement and routing. To address this problem, some FP.A.A design tools (such as
Motorola EasyAnalog software) include FPAA libraries which contain common circuit
configurations. Such tools allow FPAA users to use the library components as basic
building blocks in the construction of their own circuits. However, this approach has
several disadvantages. First, in order to cover a wide range of applications, FPAA
libraries have to contain many components, which makes the development of such
libraries time consuming and even unpractical. Second, during the construction of
FPAA circuits, selecting right librarj- components and assigning proper parameters
for the selected components are still manually conducted. This process depends on
FPAA users' analog knowledge and is error-prone. Third, the FPAA placement and
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routing process is still manually performed. Therefore, it is difficult to systematically
search optimal FPAA placement and routing solutions for minimizing FP.A.A parasitic
effects.
Input Design SFG

Target FPAA Library

Technology Mapping

FPAA Place and Route
No
Success ?
Yes
FPAA Configuration Bitstream

FIGURE 2.4. FPAA design automation flow based on technology mapping [4].

A more sophisticated approach to address FPAA design automation is presented
in [4]. As shown in Figure 2.4. this methodology* consists of technology mapping
and placement &c routing two stages.

In the technology mapping phase, library

components are represented by signal flow graphs (SFGs), referred to as patterns.
Meanwhile, analog functions to be implemented are also described by SFGs. By us
ing these representations, the technology mapping problem is formulated as pattern
matching and graph covering problems. Genetic algorithm is used to find solutions
for such problems. The method to find FPAA placement and routing solutions is
a constraint-based approach [31]. In this approach, each signal path is assigned a
constraint which is the maximum number of smtches that are allowed on the signal
path. Again, genetic algorithm is used to find placement and routing solutions that

do not violate these constraints. To implement this design automation flow, several
issues need to be further addressed. First, the development of technology libraries can
be time consuming. Second, deriving constraints for signal paths from performance
specifications is difficult. So far. no methods to derive FPAA interconnect constraints
have been reported.
The above literature survey shows that the development of FPAA design automa
tion techniques is significantly behind the progress on FP.A.A hardware design. On one
hand, various FPAA architectures have been developed with targeting on different
applications. On the other hand, FPAA CAD tools are still at the primitive stage,
serving as simple graphical interfaces for manually configuring FP.\A devices. The
lack of sophisticated FPAA synthesis tools that can automatically generate circuit
implementations and perform placement and routing is becoming an obstacle to the
use of FPAAs. This observation inspired our research that will be discussed in the
rest of this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 3

TARGET FPAA ARCHITECTURE

The FPAA synthesis methodologies presented in this thesis target on SC-type FPAAs.
The selection of this type of FPAAs in our research is due to the fact that SCtype FPAAs have a wide range of applications in measurements. industr\" control,
and audio signal processing. The versatility of SC-type FPAAs is thanks to the
following advantages of SC circuits. First, it is easy to configure SC circuits by using
digital bits since the switches in SC circuits are controlled by digital signals. This
advantage makes it possible to implement more sophisticated programmable circuits
for enhancing the flexibility of the SC-type FPAAs. Second. SC circuits are generally
more accurate than other types of analog circuits because the transfer functions of SC
circuits are determined by the ratios of capacitors in the circuits. By using modern
VLSI fabrication proce.sses, the accuracy of capacitor ratios can be well controlled
with an implementation error of 0.1% [32]. Because of these advantages. SC-type
FPAAs are currently very promising for low frequency applications. With further
improvements on fabrication processes and circuit design techniques, SC-type FPAAs
are expected to be able to handle signal frequency up to lOMHz [5].
The specific FPAA chip used in this work and on which measurements were taken
is the Motorola MPAA020 chip [32, 18]. The layout of the MPAA chip is shown in
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Figure 3.1. It contains 20 CABs. which are arranged into a 4 x 5 array. Around the
three sides of the CAB cell array, there are 13 I/O cells for interfacing signals between
the internal and external circuits. Along each row or column of C.-VBs, global buses
are placed horizontally or vertically to transport signals across the array. The MP.-\..A.
chip also contains local interconnects (not shown in Figure 3.1) that transport signals
within short distances. Compared to other SC-type FP.\As, the MPAA device has a
well defined array architecture and flexible interconnect topologv'. Hence, it provides
an ideal platform for demonstrating our developed FP.A.A synthesis techniques. In
the following sections, we briefly discuss SC circuit techniques and MP.A.A020 circuit
structures.
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FIGURE 3.1. The target FPAA architecture.

3.1

Switched-Capacitor Technology

SC circuits normally consist of capacitors, switches, and operational amplifiers cis
shown in Figure 3.2. The operation of SC circuits is based on periodically switching
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the connections of capacitors to different circuit nodes. As a result of the switching
operations, capacitors are periodically charged and discharged, making them func
tion as resistors that connect the corresponding circuit nodes. This process can be
explained by inspecting the operation of the circuit in Figure 3.2. Switches in this
circuit are controlled by non-overlapping clock signals

and 4)2. Without losing gen

eralities, we assume that a switch is on when its control clock is high. Then, during
the period when (pi is high and po is low. capacitor Ci is charged by input voltage
V'ln. However, when po becomes high and Oi is low, Ci is discharged since node .4 is
virtual ground. During a clock cycle T. the total charge transferred from the input
node to node A is —Ci • V',„. This is equivalent to a current flowing from the input
node to node .A with the magnitude of

. Therefore, the circuit consisting of

capacitor Ci and the four switches can be modeled by an equivalent resistor, whose
value is:

This equation implies that a negative resistor is realized by using SC circuit tech
niques. Positive resistors can also be obtained by properly configuring the control
schemes of the switches in SC circuits. The existence of both positive and negative
resistance makes SC circuits more versatile in implementing analog functions.
It is easy to show that the circuit in Figure 3.2 implements an integration function.
By using the relation in Equation 3.1. the transfer function of the circuit can be
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FIGURE 3.2. A switched-capacitor integrator.

written as Equation 3.2 in s domain.
^ o u t j s ) _ 1^
Cl
V^nis) ~ s ' T - C o

(3.2)

If clock period T is fixed, the coefficient in the realized integration function is purely
determined by the ratio of Ci over Co. Since the ratios of capacitors can be precisely
realized, the accuracy of SC circuits is normally superior to other type circuits which
arc not fabricated by using special fabrication processes.
The above analysis is conducted with several approximations. First, it is as
sumed that the operational amplifier is ideal.

In practical SC circuits, amplifier

non-idealities, such as finite DC gain and offset voltage, will affect the accuracy of
the analysis. On the MPAA chip, high performance operational amplifiers are used
such that the errors caused by amplifier non-idealities are practically ignorable within
the low signal frequency range [32]. Second, SC circuits operate in sample-and-hold
fashion. Thus, SC circuits are discrete-time s\-stems and accurate circuit analysis
should be conducted in r domain [33]. Equation 3.1 and 3.2 are accurate only when
signal frequencies are more much lower than the switch clock frequency. Due to this
reason, the MPAA chip limits its input signal frequencies up to lOOKHz, which is one
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tenth of its switching clock frequency [32].

3.2

MPAA020 Configurable Analog Blocks

The CAB structure of the MPAA chip is shown in Figure 3.3. Each CAB contains one
operational amplifier, five programmable capacitor banks (PCBs), and a number of
switches. The operational amplifier provides virtual ground for switched capacitors,
and also buffers the C.AB output signal. Each C.\B has one output port and three
input ports, which are labeled by .A.. B. and C. For convenience of description, we
refer to the circuit that is between a C-A.B input port and the negative input of the
operational amplifier as a fan-in branch of the amplifier. For example. PCB3 and its
associated switches are called fan-in branch .A. of the amplifier in Figure 3.3. With
proper configurations, the SC circuit on a fan-in branch can function as a capacitive
or resistive component. The impedance of a such component is determined by the
value of the corresponding PCB. Each PCB consists of a large number of identical
unit capacitors. Programming the value of a PCB is achieved by connecting different
number of capacitor units in parallel. On the MPAA chip, the value of a PCB can
be programmed from 1 to 255 capacitajice units. In order to achieve capacitor values
that are larger than 255, two or three PCBs can be connected in parallel to serve as
a single capacitor.
With the available hardware resources, basic analog functions, such as integration
and summation, can be implemented by a single CAB. However, to implement more
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FIGURE 3.3. The MPAA configurable analog block.

sophisticated analog functions, several CABs have to be used. Communications be
tween different CABs are conducted by the FPAA interconnect networks, which are
discussed in the next.

3.3

MPAA020 Interconnect Networks

The MPAA chip comprises two types of interconnect resources: global buses and local
interconnects. As shown in Figure 3.1. global buses on the MP.\A chip are laid out
along each row or column of CABs. The permissible connection patterns for global
buses are described in Figure 3.4(a). First, a horizontal bus and a vertical bus can be
connected through cross-over switches. Second, the inputs and outputs of C.A.Bs can
be connected to global buses with follow^ing certain restrictions. Particularly, only one
input (input A) of a CAB can be connected to a global bus. The possible candidate
is either the bus immediately below^ the CAB or the bus immediately at the right of
the CAB. Meanwhile, the output of a CAB can be connected to the pairs of buses
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which are immediately below or at the right of the CAB. Global buses carry signals
up to the whole width (or height) of the array, providing flexible resources to route
analog signals on the array. However, such interconnects also result in large parasitic
effects, which will be discussed in Chapter 8.
cross over
switches
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•
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•
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FIGURE 3.4. Permissible FPAA interconnections.

In addition to global buses, the MPAA chip also provides local interconnects to
transport signals in short distances. Possible local interconnect patterns are shown in
Figure 3.4(b). In this figure, the cells labeled by A, B, and C represent CABs whose
outputs can be connected to the corresponding input (input A, B. or C) of the center
cell. For example, if a CAB is labeled by A, it means that local interconnects can be
used to transport signal from the output of the CAB to the input port A of the central
CAB in Figure 3.4(b). Although local interconnects have more restricted intercon
nect patterns, they have the advantcige of having small interconnect parasitics. The
connections between I/O cells and CABs can be implemented by either global buses
or local interconnects. The rules for such connections can be derived by treating I/O
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cells as CABs. Compared to other reported FPAAs, the MPAA chip provides more
flexible routing resources [32]. This makes it more suitable for implementing complex
analog functions than other FPAAs. That is one of the reasons that we selected this
device to demonstrate the developed FP.\A synthesis methodologies.
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CHAPTER 4

PROPOSED FPAA SYNTHESIS FLOW
4.1

Review of Analog Synthesis Techniques

In the current analog design flow, the majority of analog design tasks are still man
ually performed. Although several prototype analog synthesis tools have been re
ported [34, 35. 36. 37. 38. 39, 40. 41. 42. 43]. the applications of these tools are
normally limited to specific circuit t\-pes. So far. there are no sophisticated analog
design automation tools, which can synthesize a wide range of analog circuits with
reasonable computation costs. The difficulties in developing analog s\-nthesis tools are
due to the inherent complexity of analog circuits. Unlike digital circuits which can be
modeled by Boolean functions and simple delay and power consumption parameters,
analog circuits normally need a large set of parameters to model circuit performance.
More importantly, the principles of circuit hierarchy and information hiding, which
significantly ease the design of digital circuits, are not always applicable to analog
design. In analog circuit design, decisions made at low levels, such as cell design or
layout design, may significantly affect the overall circuit performance. Therefore, is
sues in low level design may have to be considered at the beginning of a design. This
makes it difficult to develop a top-down design automation flow for analog circuits.
The early developed analog design automation tools use either standard cell [40,
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41] or analog circuit module [42, 43] approach. The disadvantage of these approaches
is that they require large size libraries, which contain standard cells or analog circuit
modules. Since there are many performance parameters that need to be considered
in analog design, the number of library components tends to be extremely large,
which makes the standard cell and circuit module based approaches unattractive
in practice. In order to avoid the development of cell libraries, other synthesis ap
proaches [34, 35, 36, 37, 38] use equation-based method [44]. In this method, circuit
synthesis starts from selecting a circuit topology from a set of pre-defined architec
tures. Then, analytic equations associated with the selected circuit topolog\- are used
to optimize transistor sizes and biasing currents. The difficulty in the equation-based
method is to derive analytic equations for each circuit topology. The equation deriv
ing process is normally conducted manually, requiring significant design expertise and
human efforts. With fabrication processes quickly moving toward deep sub-micron
technologies, the accuracy of heavily simplified equations are significantly jeopardized
resulting in a new challenge for the equation-based method. Most recently, genetic
algorithm has been used in analog sjTithesis [38]. Although this approach needs less
human efforts, it requires extensive computation and, consequently, may take unrea
sonably long running time before reaching elegant solutions.
In addition to the research on svTithesizing continuous-time analog circuits, quite
a few CAD tools have also been developed to s\-nthesize SC circuits. The research
reported in [45. 46, 47, 48, 49] focuses on SC filter synthesis. By using fixed circuit
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topologies, these approaches can automatically generate capacitor value assignment
according to filter specifications. Some of these tools can even generate the layouts
of the synthesized filters.

Techniques to synthesize general purpose SC circuits are

also reported in [50, 51, 52]. The common strategy- used in these approaches is
to represent analog functions in signal flow graphs (SFGs) and then systematically
replace the components of SFGs by SC basic function blocks (such as integrators
and gain stages). The advantage of such approaches is that a workable solution can
be quickly reached. However, their weakness is that such approaches normally take
the most straightforward circuit structures and hardly examine alternative solutions.
-•Mthough certain rules have been used in some work to simply the generated SC
circuits, such simplification processes are based on fixed rules and. therefore, their
effectiveness is limited.
The previous SC circuit synthesis tools are not applicable to synthesizing FF.A.A
circuits due to the following reasons. First, hardware resources on an FPAA chip are
limited (e.g., limited capacitor values and restricted interconnect resources). Con
sequently, some SC circuits directly derived from SFGs may not be able to be im
plemented on FP.\As. In FPAA synthesis, alternative circuit topologies have to be
explored in order to find feasible circuit implementations. Second, placement and
routing on FPAA chips are different from that for conventional SC circuits. Special
procedures have to be developed to minimize FPAA interconnect parasitic effects. To
address these problems, FPAA synthesis methodologies are developed in this thesis.
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4.2

Proposed FPAA Synthesis Flow

The proposed FPAA synthesis flow automatically generates FPAA circuits from be
havioral function descriptions. In the synthesis process, we analyze FPAA circuit
performance in s domain by treating switched capacitors as resistors. This approach
is often referred to as resistor equivalent method [53] in SC circuit analysis. .Although
analyzing FP.A,A circuits in 2 domain may improve the accuracy of circuit analysis,
the potential improvement is small because the highest signal frequency on the MP.-\A
chip is limited to one tenth of the MPAA clock frequency. The small improvement
on accuracy by using r domain analysis is negligible considering errors introduced by
large parasitic effects on FP.-VA interconnects. By taking the advantage of resistor
equivalent method, we are able to directly s\-nthesize FP.A.A circuits from s domain
descriptions. In addition, another advantage of using resistor equivalent method is
that the developed synthesis techniques can be applied to other type FPAA devices,
whose primitive components are resistors, capacitors, and amplifiers.
The proposed FPAA synthesis flow consists of four subroutines, which are func
tion decomposition, macro-cell synthesis, placement & routine, and post-placement
simulation (verification). As shown in Figure 4.1. the input of the svTithesis flow
are behavioral analog function descriptions expressed in the form of transfer func
tions or VHDL-AMS equations [54]. The output of the flow are analog circuits that
can be directly downloaded into the FPAA chip. In the proposed synthesis flow.
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the function decomposition subroutine first decomposes high-order transfer functions
into low-order sub-functions. The circuit implementations of the decomposed subfunctions are synthesized by the macro-cell synthesis subroutine. The synthesized
circuits are then mapped onto the FPAA chip by the placement and routing proce
dure. Finally, synthesized circuits are simulated by an FPAA simulator [55] to verify
that the generated FPAA circuits meet performance specifications.
Analog funccion

Punccion
decotnpos X c 1on
Re-synchesize

Macro-cell
synches I.S
Placemenc and
roucing

»ecx.f icacio^
Yes
Download inco an FPAA chip

FIGURE 4.1. The proposed FPAA synthesis flow.

The FPAA synthesis methodology presented in this thesis differs from the pre
viously proposed FPAA synthesis flow [4] in several aspects. The approach in [4j
is to use library-based technologj' mapping method. It requires a librar\* of basic
analog function blocks. In order to cover a wide range of analog applications, the
library has to include a large number of analog cells. This disadvantage makes the
technology mapping approach unattractive in practice. However, the approach taken
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here is to directly synthesize analog circuits from function specifications, eliminating
the tedious work for developing FPAA libraries. In addition, instead of using fixed
patterns to map macro-cells onto CABs on the FP.A.-A chip as is done in [4], the new
placement and routing procedure optimally generates macro-cell layouts to minimize
FPA.A. parasitic effects.
This thesis focuses on techniques for function decomposition, macro-cell synthesis,
and FPAA placement Sc routing subroutines. FP.-\..\ simulation techniques have been
investigated in [55]. In the rest of this chapter, we discuss issues in the first three
subroutines of the proposed FP.A,A flow. This also explains why we partition FP.-\.\
synthesis flow into the above four stages.

4.2.1

Function Decomposition

In various applications, analog functions are described by high-order transfer func
tions. Directly constructing FPAA circuits from high-order transfer functions nor
mally results in complicated interconnect networks and, hence, makes it difficult to
route the sj^nthesized circuits. Additionally, FPAA circuits that are directly con
structed from high-order functions are ver\- sensitive to small variations on circuit
component values because the pole and zero positions of a high-order transfer func
tion are sensitive to small variations on its coefficients [56]. In FPAA circuits, exact
component values are difficult to achieve. This is because the available capacitor
values on the FP.A.A chip are discrete values and the calculated capacitor x^nlues have
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to be rounded to the nearest available discrete values. In addition, the accuracy of
capacitor values is also affected by FPAA parasitic effects. Due to the above rea
sons, FPAA circuits that are directly constructed from high-order transfer functions
normally suffer from severe performance degradation.
.A.S

an example, we compare two implementations of a fourth-order high-pass filter

whose transfer function is given below:
'•^•(5) ^

v;„(5)

G-' X S-'

S'> + ^S' + (||+2wJ)S^ + ^5 + i.-J

Directly constructing the filter circuit from the above transfer function leads to the
circuit implementation shown in Figure 4.2(a). In this implementation, the filter
output is connected to all CABs. This signal path is more likely to be implemented by
using global buses in later FPAA routing phase. Since global bus resources are limited
and the use of global buses introduces additional routing restrictions, the presence of
nets that require the use of global buses potentially increases the difficulty of FP.-\A
routing. However, we can first decompose the fourth-order transfer function into two
biquad transfer functions as below:
^

ViAS)

-GxS'
s^ + ^s + ui

-GxS^
s^ + fs + u-i

*

The decomposed transfer functions result in the circuit implementation shown in
Figure 4.2(b). In this circuit, interconnections are localized and, consequently, are
easy to route. Both of the two circuit structures have been implemented by using
the MPAA chip. The measurement results, shown in Figure 4.3, clearly indicate that

the transfer function realized by the second circuit is much more accurate than that
realized by the first one.
CAS
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'
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FIGURE 4.2. Implementations of a fourth-order high-pass filter.
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FIGURE 4.3. The measured filter output.

The above example illustrates the need to perform function decomposition in
FPAA s>-nthesis. In the proposed synthesis flow, we always decompose high-order
functions into second and first order sub-functions. Techniques to perform function
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decomposition will be discussed in Chapter 5.

4.2.2

Macro-Cell Synthesis

Macro-cell synthesis subroutine ser\"es the purpose of generating circuit implementa
tions for the decomposed sub-functions. .\n important issue in macro-cell synthesis
is exploring alternative circuit topologies in order to find the feasible or optimal im
plementation for a given analog function. Exploring different circuit structures is not
emphasized in previous SC circuit synthesis approaches. This is because in previous
approaches SC circuits are synthesized without hardware constraints. It means that
any circuit structure generated by synthesis programs can be realized. However, this
is not true in FPAA synthesis. As discussed in Chapter 3. both permissible connec
tion patterns and available capacitor resources are limited on FPAA chips. Therefore,
alternative circuit structures have to be explored to find feasible solutions in FPAA
synthesis. This concern is illustrated by the following example.

(a) Original FPAA circuit

(b) Transformed FPAA circuit

FIGURE 4.4. Sezirching for feasible circuit implementation.

We assume that the circuit shown in Figure 4.4(a) is the structure directly derived
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from a transfer function. If the value of capacitor ci is larger than 255, the circuit
is not feasible to be implemented on the MPAA chip because CAB2 does not have
enough capacitor resources to implement ci- However, the circuit in Figure 4.4(a)
can be transformed into a new circuit structure that is shown in Figure 4.4(b). In the
new circuit, the circuit function realized by Ci in the original circuit is implemented
by capacitors in CABl. Therefore, the new circuit can be implemented on the MPAA
chip.
In addition to searching circuits that comply with FPAA hardware constraints.
improving circuit performance is another motivation to explore alternative circuit
topologies. As an example, we compare the accuracy of two possible implementations
of analog function //(••>) = —
c3

1

-

• The implementation shown in Figure 4.5(a)

c6
Vo

cll

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 4.5. Searching for optimal circuit implementation.

consisting of SC differential circuits. In order to prevent the outputs of operational
amplifiers from floating

(during the period that capacitors C3 and ce are connected

to ground), capacitors C4 and cj have to be added to stabilize the outputs of the

oo

amplifiers. Thus, the transfer function realized by this circuit can be expressed as:

^ ~1 +

^ C3 C6

In the above equation, the terms
c.t and

C7.

- Si:£i).72 . ^2 _ (Si ^ o). J-.
C3 C6 *
C^'

C3'C^

C3

(-1-3)

and ^
are errors introduced by
capacitors
Cg
"

If the values of .4 and B are large, capacitors C3 and ce have to be assigned

small values, which may come close to the values of capacitors c.\ and cj. This will
result in significant errors between the realized and specified functions. However, if
we take the circuit structure shown in Figure 4.5(b). The realized transfer function
will be:
c<>-ci I _ j-2 . ^.2

=

———CO-C12 .
. ^.2
cg-cio

(4.4)
'

In this case, the error between implemented and specified functions can be dramati
cally reduced.
In order to explore alternative circuit structures in macro-cell synthesis, we devel
oped a modified signal flow graph to represent FP.\A circuits. Graph transformation
procedures are introduced to derive new circuit structures from existing solutions. In
Chapter 6 and 7, the details of the graph representation and transformation proce
dures will be presented.

4.2.3

Placement and Routing

After macro-cell circuits are synthesized, the placement and routing procedure will be
performed to map the synthesized analog circuits onto the FPAA chip. Since there
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exist large parasitic effects on FPAA chips, an important objective in FPAA placement
and routing phase is to minimize the circuit performance degradation caused by FPAA
parasitic effects. Although SC circuits are relatively insensitive to parasitic effects,
performance variations due to different FPAA placement and routing schemes were
observed in our experiments. For example, for the band-pass filter circuit shown in
Figure 4.6, we can implement signal paths X and Y by using either global buses
or local interconnects. The measurement results, as shown in Figure 4.7. clearly
indicate that the routing scheme in which local interconnects are used to implement
signal paths X and Y causes less performance degradation.
Biguad _

VtH

1 te.r

CAB

DCAB

CAB

Macro-ceil

FIGURE 4.6. The FP.-\.A implementation of a fourth-order band-pass filter.

The above example illustrates the need to minimize FPAA parasitic effects in
FPAA placement and routing. In order to do so, methods to estimate the performance
degradation caused by FPAA parasitic effects need to be developed. In this work,
we proposed a novel method to model the parasitic effects on SC-type FPAA chips.
By using this method, we can efficiently estimate circuit performance degradation in
the FPAA placement and routing process. The FPAA parasitic model and the FPAA
placement and routing procedure will be discussed in Chapter 8.
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FIGURE 4.7. Measured band-pass output.
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CHAPTER 5

ANALOG FUNCTION DECOMPOSITION

As discussed eaxly. FPAA circuits that are directly constructed from high-order equa
tions or transfer functions are highly sensitive to variations on FPAA capacitor values.
To avoid such performance degradation, a practical approach to realize high-order
analog functions on FPAA chips is to use cascaded circuit implementations. In this
approach, a high-order transfer function is first decomposed into a set of low-order
sub-functions as shown in Equation 5.1. Then, the circuit implementations of the
sub-functions are cascaded as shown in Figure 5.1 to realize the given function. In
practice, the decomposed sub-functions are normally second-order functions. If the
order of the original function is odd. a first-order sub-function is also needed in the
cascaded implementation. For a given high-order function, there normally exist a
large number of possible decomposition solutions, .•^'.mong these solutions, the opti
mal decomposition solution is the one that leads to the circuit implementation which
has the largest dynamic range. The dynamic range of a circuit is defined as the ratio
of ^max,in over V,nin,in'> where Vmax.in IS the largest input signal that can be processed
by the circuit without distortion and Vmin.in is the smallest input signal that can be
distinguished from noise signals. Since the v'alue of the dynamic range reflects the
range of signals that can be processed by the realized circuit, the FPAA implemen
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tation with the maximum circuit dynamic range is preferred in most applications.

Ft \

^ + - - a i -s + ao
Vin

-i~ b x — l'

+ ...bi • S -r Bq

=

(5.1)

FIGURE 5.1. The cascaded implementation of a high-order function.

Procedures to search the optimal decomposition solution for a given high-order
transfer function normally consist of three operations: generating sub-functions, or
dering sub-functions (also called section ordering), and distributing gain factors. In
the process of generating sub-functions, the poles and zeros of the original transfer
function are calculated. Sub-functions are formed by pairing poles and zeros together.
Thus, this process is also referred to as pole-zero pairing in literature [57, 58, 33]. The
section ordering process determines the sequence of the sub-functions in the cascaded
implementation. Finally, the gain factor distribution is to assign proper gain values
(A' values in Equation 5.1) for the decomposed sub-functions. In general, assign
ing gain factors for sub-functions are straightforward and. hence, performed after
pole-zero pairing and section ordering. Early work on function decomposition also
separates pole-zero pairing and section ordering into two problems. However, such
approaches were later abandoned due to the lack of theoretical or intuitive justifica
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tions [58]. In later studies, pole-zero pairing and section ordering are always performed
simultaneously.
Previously, two criteria for maximizing circuit dynamic ranges in function decom
position have been proposed and justified by intuitive arguments. By using these
criteria, procedures based on dynamic programming and Depth-First-Search (DFS)
algorithm have been developed to systematically search optimal decomposition solu
tions. In this chapter, we will develop theoretical proofs for the two criteria. .-Vlso.
we will show that the two criteria that are expressed in different formats are indeed
equivalent for filter circuits. In addition, we will propose a new method to search
optimal decomposition solutions. The new method is based on Dijkstra's shortest
path algorithm and is more efficient than the previous approaches. Furthermore, we
will develop a method to include other practical design concerns (such as reducing
the effects caused by noise signals from input sources or power supply) in the search
of optimal function decomposition solutions. The new method will allow designers to
perform trade-offs between dynamic ranges and other performance metrics.

5.1

Criteria for Maximizing Circuit Dynamic Ranges

The first criterion for maximizing circuit dynamic ranges was proposed by Lueder [57].
For a cascaded filter implementation shown in Figure 5.1. Lueder's rule states that
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the dynamic range and in-band loss of the filter circuit are optimized if

d, =

rn.in|Fi(ju;)l

^ jjiin

/or

i = 1. 2. ...M - 1

where. Fi{ju:) is the transfer function from circuit input

(5.2)

to the i-th intermedi

ate node Vi, max\Fi{j!jj)\ is the maximum value of |F,(ja,')| in the frequency range
uj € [0,ooj. min\Fi{ju})\ is the minimum value of |F,(ja;)| in the filter pass-band,
which is denoted by OJ € [CJI.UJI]. Previously, this criterion was justified as the follow
ing. On one hand, the maximum circuit input I

(which can be processed without

distortion) is limited by the fact that amplifiers will go to saturation mode (and conse
quently cause signal distortion) when the magnitude of the amplifier outputs becomes
too large. In order to prevent amplifiers from going to saturation mode, signals at
intermediate nodes (e.g. Vj) should be kept as small as possible. This concern implies
that max\Fi{ju:)\ needs to be minimized. On the other hand. min\Fi{j!jj)\ indicates
the strongest signal attenuation that occurs within the filter pass-band. In order to
reduce signal in-band losses, min\Fi{jLj)\ should be as large as possible.
Another optimization criterion was proposed by Snelgrove with using the concepts
of signal gain and noise gain [58]. In the circuit shown in Figure 5.1. the signal gain
Fi. which is defined from circuit input

to intermediate node 1], is the transfer

function from V'j„ to V^. For example, the signal gain from Vi„ to I 2 in Figure 5.1 is
F2 = Hi • i/2- The noise gain fi, defined from intermediate node Vi to circuit output
V'out- is the transfer function from Vi to Vout- It is obvious that signal gains describe
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how the input signal propagates through the circuit. Similarly, noise gains indicate
how the noise signals injected at circuit intermediate nodes propagate to the circuit
output. In order to prevent amplifiers from going to saturation mode, signal gains
should be kept as small as possible. Meanwhile, noise gains should be also kept low
to improve circuit noise performance. Based on the above observations, Snelgrove
proposed to minimize the sum of the peaks of the signal gain and noise gain at each
intermediate node in function decomposition.
Both of the above optimization criteria are justified by only intuitive arguments
in [57, 58]. None theoretical proofs for these criteria have been found in our literature
survey. In the following, we will develop a mathematical proof for the two criteria
and also show that the two criteria are equivalent for filter circuits. The derivation
starts from the calculation of the maximum circuit input Vmax.m and the minimum
circuit input Vmm,in for the circuit shown in Figure 5.1. First, we assume that the
maximum amplifier output is Vjnax,amp- Then, the largest input signal that can be
handled by the circuit without distortion is:

' mox,in —

Y
* max,amp
^

/TON

^ max

where, Gmax is the largest value of signal gains among all the intermediate nodes.
G'mai = max{max\Fi\,max\F2\, •..Tnax\FM-i\)

(5-4)

In order to determine the smallest input signal Vjnin^in, we first calculate the
equivalent input noise Vnoisedn- Assume that the major noises in a cascaded circuit
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implementation are the white noises injected at intermediate nodes. This assumption
is particularly valid for FP.\A circuits since the intermediate nodes of FPAA circuits
contain FPAA interconnections. Such interconnect resources consist of a large number
of CMOS switches, which contribute significant white noises to FPAA circuits. We
further assume that the injected noise at each intermediate node has the same voltage
level, which is denoted by Vnoise- With these assumptions, Vnmie.m can be expressed
as:
.u-i
V'-

=

^ notse.tn

1=1

t^2
*

=t\

Normally, the value of Vnmse.m's dominated by the term with the largest value in the
summation. Therefore, the equivalent input noise can be approximated as:
>*
notje.zn

^ nm.<p

(5.6)

where. Gmm is the smallest value of signal gains among all the intermediate nodes.

Gmin = min{min\Fi\, min\F2\, ..•min\F\[-i\)

(-S-')

Since \ ,nin.in has the value just above the equivalent input noise signal, we have
the approximation

« VnoiseM- Substituting Equation 5.3 and 5.6 into the

definition of circuit dynamic range {DR.), we have:

DR

V
» mox.amo
^

'TTidx.dTnp

n
^ nxxn
r

^ noise

G
= c•^

(5.8)
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where. C — Vjnax.ampiynoise and its value is independent of function decomposition
schemes. Therefore, the dynamic range DR is purely determined by the value of
Gmin /G max*

For a given decomposition solution, we assume that Gmax occurs at intermediate
stage i and Gmin occurs at stage j. Thus, the dynamic range of the given decompo
sition solution is:
=

(5.9)

In order to increase the dynamic range, we can increase the gain factor Kj for stage j
so that min\Fj\ is also increased. However, this adjustment is subject to the following
restrictions. First, if Aj is increased, the gain factors of some other stages must
be decreased so that the overall transfer function will not be changed. Second, this
adjustment is valid only before Tnin\Fj \ loses its position as the minimum value among
all min\F\ (Equation 5.7) or max\Fj\ becomes the largest value among all max\F\.
By following similar rules, the gain factor for stage i can be reduced to increase the
dynamic range. The gain factor adjustment process can be illustrated in Figure 5.2.
Each rectangle in the graph represents an interval that covers all the possible values
of a signal gain. Increasing or decreasing a gain factor is modeled by moving up or
down the corresponding rectangle. It can be shown that the value of

will be

maximized when the distance between the two horizontal lines is equal to the length
of the largest interval. In that case, the largest and smallest values of the signal
gains occur at the same intermediate stage. Thus, we conclude that the condition to
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achieve the maximum dynamic range is:

max{

n

min I Fi I mm|Fi|
maa:|Fi|' majr|FiI'

min \ F\i-1 \
) —> max
max|ivvr-i|

max I Fj i

mm I Fi

FIGURE 5.2. Gain factor adjustment to increase circuit dynamic ranges.

For filter circuits, the derived optimization criterion is identical to Lueder's rule
except that Lueder's rule uses expression

instead of

. Since the dynamic

range of a filter circuit is defined only within the filter pass-band. I'mm.tn should be the
smallest signal value in the filter pass-band. Therefore, the value of mm|F,l should
be calculated in the filter pass-band as indicated by Lueder's rule. In order to show
Snelgrove's criterion is equivalent to Lueder's rule, we note that for any intermediate
stage the product of its signal gain F, and noise gain fi is equal to the overall transfer
function ff.

By using this relation, the d value defined in Expression 5.2 can be

written as:
di = log max IF I
mm I////,!

(5.11)

For a filter circuit, the value of /f is a constant in the filter pass-band. In addition,
the minimum value of \H/fi\ occurs when |/i| is maximized. Thus,

di = log{jnax\Fi\) + log{max\fi\) — log{\H\)

(5.12)
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Since \H\ is a constant, the value of di is minimized when the sum of the peaks of
the signal gain and noise gain has the smallest value. This concludes that Snelgrove's
criterion is equivalent to Lueder's rule for filter circuits.

5.2

Algorithms for Searching Optimal Decomposition Solutions

In function decomposition, we combine the poles and zeros of high-order functions
to construct low-order sub-functions. This process is equivalent to finding

parti

tions for the poles and zeros of the original functions. Each partitioned pole-zero
subset results in a sub-function that belongs to the decomposition solutions. For
example, for a fourth-order transfer function whose poles and zeros are represented
by {(PI-P2-P3?PI)t (-^I-~2r ~3r •SJ)}? one possible partition of the poles and zeros is:
{ {(PiTP2)r

{(PsrPa), (^3?-^4)} }• TWs partition leads to a solution that

decomposes the fourth-order function into two second-order sub-functions. The poles
and zeros of the two sub-functions are {{pijPi), (21,22)} and {(p3,p4), (23.24)}. re
spectively. In literature, the process of partitioning poles and zeros is also referred to
as pole-zero pairing. For a given function, if a complex number is a pole (or zero) of
the function, its conjugation will be also a pole (or zero) of the function. For conve
nience of description, we often refer to a complex pole (or zero) and its conjuration
as a pair of poles (or zeros). In function decomposition, a pair of poles (or zeros) are
always assigned to the same sub-function (the same subset of a partition) in order
to make the coefficients of the sub-function reed. This explains why second-order
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sub-functions are preferred in function decomposition. For a iV-tli order transfer
function, if we assume that all its poles and zeros are complex numbers, there are
(iV/2)! (assuming that .V is even) possible partition solutions that satisfy the above

restriction. For each partition scheme, there exits (:V/2)! possible orders to cascade
these sub-functions. Therefore, the number of possible decomposition solutions for
an jV-th order function is [(.Y/2)!]^. In the above discussion, we assume that all the
poles and zeros of the function are complex numbers. If there exist real poles or real
zeros, the number of possible solutions will become even larger since the restriction
of assigning conjugate poles (or zeros) to the same sub-function will not apply to real
poles (or zeros).
Previously, the challenge of simultaneously performing pole-zero pairing and sec
tion ordering was tackled by using dynamic programming [59] and DFS algorithm [58].
The dynamic programming approach exploits the fact that many intermediate com
putation results are repeatedly used in the search process. Assume that Lueder's
rule is used in the dynamic programming approach. Then, the cost function of a
cascaded implementation is the maximum d value among all the intermediate nodes.
With this notation, the cost of a partial cascaded implementation, which consists of
sub-functions Hi, Ho, ...Ht-i, Hi. can be calculated in the following manner.

-H.-ir
where.

and

(5-13)

are the costs of partial implementation Hi •
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Ho.-Hi-i • Hi and Hi • Ho-- • i/i-i, respectively.

's the d value at the

output of the intermediate stage Hi. This recursive relation leads to a typical dynamic
programming approach. It can be shown that the space complexity of the dynamic
programming approach is Q(^(

The time complexity of this algorithm is even

higher.
By using Snelgrove's criterion, a DFS based searching strategv' is developed in [58].
In that approach, a graph, as shown in Figure 5.3, is used to represent possible
cascaded implementations. Each node (except the node labeled by start) of the graph
represents a sub-function. To further explain this graph, we assume that the possible
decomposition solutions of a sixth-order function are represented by Figure 5.3. In
addition, we use (Pi, P), P3) and (Zi, Zo. Z3) to represent the three pairs of poles
and zeros of the function. In the graph, the node labeled by (1.1) indicates the
combination of pole pair Pi and zero pair Z^. This means that the sub-function
represented by node (1. 1) is constructed by combining pole pair Pi and zero pair
Zi- Because node (1, 1) is the fan-out vertex of node start, it represents the first
stage of a cciscaded circuit implementation. Since there are nine possible ways to
construct the first-stage sub-function, there are nine nodes following node start (note
that Figure 5.3 does not show the whole graph). Following node (1.1). there are
four possible ways to construct the second-stage function. Figure 5.3 shows two of
them. A complete function decomposition solution is represented by a path which
starts from node start and covers all the poles and zeros of the original function. For
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example, path start —> (1.1) —> (2,3)

(3,2) represents a possible decomposition

solution.

FIGURE 5.3. Graph representation of function decomposition solutions.

There are costs associated with nodes and paths in the graph. The cost of a
node Tii is the sum of the peaks of the signal and noise gains at the output of the
corresponding sub-function. It is expressed as:
C(n,) = max{F,{juj)) + max{Mju:))

(5.14)

In the above equation, Fi{juj) and ftijui) are the signal and noise gains at the output
of the sub-function represented by node

For a path p in the graph, its associated

cost is the cost of the most expensive node on p. That is.
Cp = max{C{ni), Cino). •••C(nk)}.

(5.15)

where, rii, no, • • • rik are nodes on path p. The objective of the searching process is
to find the cheapest path that covers all the poles and zeros of the function. By using
DFS algorithm, the search method in [58] is able to quickly find a possible solution.
In order to improve searching efficiency, the algorithm in [58] always keeps the current
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cheapest solution. It avoids unnecessary computation by abandoning searches on the
paths that have been seen more expensive than the current cheapest solution. This
searching method is reported almost 10 times faster than the dynamic programming
approach. Also, it has the advantage of quickly offering a sub-optimal solution when
a fully systematical search is prohibited due to limited computation budget.
In this work, we proposed a new search strategy based on Dijkstra's shortest path
algorithm [60]. By using the graph structure in Figure 5.3. the proposed method is
described in Figure 5.4. For convenience of description, we use C(iO to denote the
sum of the peaks of the signal and noise gains at node c. In addition, we define the
cost of a node u. denoted by cost{u). is the largest C{v) among all the nodes on
the path from node start to u (this path is denoted by Path{start —>• u)). .\t the
beginning of the procedure, a node set Q is created to contain all the nodes who do
not have descendant nodes yet. In order to add new nodes to the graph, the node
u that has the least cost in Q is extracted in line 5 of the procedure. All possible
pole-zero combinations that can be placed as the descendant nodes of u are added
to the graph and the costs of the new nodes are evaluated. The condition for a
pole-zero pair combination {p, z) to be added as a descendant node of u is that p
and r are not visited by Path{start —> u). The new nodes are also added into set Q
because they do not have descendant nodes yet. The above process is repeated until
a path that covers all the poles and zeros of the function is constructed. This path
gives the optimal function decomposition solution. In Figure 5.4, depth[u\ represents
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the number of nodes visited by Path{start

u). depth[u\ is equal to r-V/2] when

Path{start —> u) covers all the poles and zeros of the original function.
function.decomposition( poles, zeros )
{
1
make set |Q| = 0;
2
add node start to Q:
3
depth[start\ = 0; cost[start\ = 0;
4
while (Q is not empty);
5
u <— \Iin{Q)
6
for any pole-zero pair combination (p. z)
7
if unvisited(u, {p, z))= true
8
create node v for (p. z);
9
depth[v\ = depth[u\ + 1;
10
if depth[v\ = r-^y2l
11
report Path{start —> t;); break:
12
else
13
cosi[f] = max[cost[u\,C{v)):
14
add b' to Q:

}
unvisited( u. {p, z) J

{
1
2
3
4
5

temp = false:
if p 0 Path{start —)• u)
if 2 ^ Path{start —> u)
temp = true;
return temp;
}

FIGURE 5.4. The proposed method for function decomposition.

The proposed algorithm is more efficient than the DFS based approach in most
practical cases. This can be justified from the following two aspects. First, nodes
visited by the proposed method are also very likely to be visited by the DFS based
approach. Second, it is not unusual that nodes visited by the DFS based approach
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will not be visited the proposed algorithm. To explain the first argument, we assume
that the optimal decomposition solution of a given function has cost C(^f

In the

proposed method, the optimal solution (or one of the optimal solutions) is represented
by the first constructed path p, which covers all the poles and zeros of the function.
Thus, Cp, the cost of p, is equal to Copt- We also assume that node n is visited in
the proposed approach. We use PiV(n) and Cp.v(n) to denote the parent node of
n and cost of the path from node start to PN{n). According to the definition of
the cost function of paths, we have Cps(n) < Copt- In the DFS based approach, the
condition to abandon the search beyond node PN{n) is Cps{n) > Cqfs- where Cqfs
is the cost of the current cheapest solution in DFS search. Therefore, the condition
for node n is visited by the proposed method but not by DFS based approach is
Cps(n) = Cdfs = Copt- This means the DFS method has to reach a solution with

cost of Copt before it visits PN{n). It also requires that the cost of node PNi^n)
is equal to Copt- These two requirements are not easily simultaneously satisfied in
the search process. Hence, it suggests nodes visited by the proposed approach are
likely to be also visited by the DFS based method. The second argument is more
straightforward to explain. Before the DFS method reaches a solution with cost Coptr
nodes whose parent nodes have costs higher than Copt but smaller than the current
cheapest cost will be visited by the DFS method. These nodes definitely will not be
visited by the proposed method. This justifies the second argument.
Besides circuit dynamic ranges, there are also other practical concerns in function
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decomposition [33]. First, if there are significant out-band noises from input sources,
sub-functions that are low-pass (LP) or band-pass (BP) filters are desired to be placed
at the first stage to reject the out-band noises. Also, if there exist power supply
ripples or large amplifier DC offsets, sub-functions that are band-pass or high-pass
(HP) filters can be placed at the final stage to reduce these effects. These concerns
can be integrated into the proposed search method as described below. First, we
use A and B to numerically represent the performance improvement by using proper
sub-functions at the first and final stages. The values of -4 and B can be assigned
depending on how much dynamic ranges the designers want to sacrifice to improve
other performance metrics.

During the searching process, the cost function of a

cascaded implementation is reduced by .4 if it starts with an LP or BP sub-function.
Similarly, the cost function of a cascaded implementation is decreased by B if it ends
with a BP or HP sub-function.
In the search process, if we add nodes to paths following the order that subfunctions appear in the cascaded implementation, we detect if an implementation
ends with a HP or BP sub-function only when we complete the whole search path.
This will result in a significantly large number of nodes to be visited. To avoid this
drawback, we propose to construct the search paths according to the following order.
The first node (node start is not counted) of a path corresponds to the first stage of
the cascaded function implementation. However, the second node of a path represents
the final stage of the cascaded implementation. Starting from the third node, the node
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at position i represents the (i — l)th intermediate stage of the cascaded implementa
tion. For this type of ordering, the signal and noise gains associated with the second
node of a path are calculated differently. For a path corresponding to a cascaded
implementation ol H = Hi -... •

• H\i. the second node's noise gain is calculated

by evaluating sub-function Hm . Meanwhile, its signal gain can be obtained by eval
uating H/H\!. The modified algorithm that includes the above practical concerns in
function decomposition is shown in Figure 5.5. From line 5 to line 10 of the modified
procedure, we exhaustively examine all possible solutions for the first and final stages.
Since we can determine if a cost fimction should be decreeised by A or B only after
we examine the sub-functions at the first and final stages of the corresponding path,
such exhaustive examination is necessar\' in this approach. .After all the possible
sub-functions for the first and final stages are evaluated, other intermediate nodes are
examined in the same manner as that in the algorithm shown in Figure 5.4. In the
proposed procedure, dec[u\ represents the performance improvement (cost frmction
reduction) achieved by using proper sub-functions at the first and final stages. In
line 3 and 5 of procedure add-node, we use v

LP or BP and v >--> HP or BP

to represent that node v corresponds to an LP. BP or HP sub-function. Compared
to the algorithm in Figure 5.4, the modified algorithm performs more computation
because it exhaustively examines all possible solutions for the final stage (note the al
gorithm in Figure 5.4 also compute all possible solutions for the first stage). This is a
reasonable price for including other performance concerns in function decomposition.
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5.3

Results and Discussions

The algorithms shown in Figure 5.4 and 5.5 have been implemented as part of the
FPAA synthesis flow. The DFS based algorithm is also implemented for comparison
purposes. Table 5.1 compares the number of nodes that are visited by the DFSbased method and our approach. Each visited node in the graph corresponds to a
sub-function that is examined in function decomposition. The dynamic programming
approach is not included in this comparison because it has been shown that the DFS
based method is much faster than the djTiamic programming approach. There are five
transfer functions used as the test cases. The 4th and 8th order filters are band-pass
filters.

Their transfer functions are constructed by multiplying lower order high-

pass and low-pass filter functions. The other three 10th order transfer functions are
examples used in literature [59. .33]. In all the test cases, our approach outperforms
the DFS based method. Note that function evaluations have to be performed at
each visited node in order to calculate the cost of the node. Therefore, even if there
is only 10% reduction in the number of visited nodes (for the third test case), the
improvement in search efficiency is still significant. The experimental results also
show that the computation in the DFS based approach varies randomly. This is
because the total computation conducted by the DFS approach is determined by how
quickly the search process reaches an optimal solution, which is highly unpredictable.
On the contrary, the shortest path based approach behaviors more consistently.
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.\nalog functions
4th-order filter
8th-order filter
lOth-order filter [3-3]
lOth-order filter [33]
lOth-order filter [59]

DFS-b£ised approach
24
94903
949
1015
15494

Proposed approach
12
497
853
864
833

Improvements
50%
99%
10%
15%
95%

TABLE 5.1. The number of examined sub-functions (visited nodes).

.A.nalog functions
4th-order filter
8th-order filter
lOth-order filter [33]
lOth-order filter [33]
lOth-order filter [59]

Function decomp.
without other
practical concerns
12
497
853
864
833

Function decomp.
with other
practical concerns
28
4132
1132
1240
1135

Penalties
2.33X
7.31X
1.33X
1.44X
1.36X

TABLE 5.2. Penalties caused by including other design concerns.

Table 5.2 lists the penalties caused by including other practical concerns in func
tion decomposition. The data in the second and third columns are the number of
visited nodes by using procedures shown in Figure 5.4 and 5.5, respectively. It is ob
served that the penalties for the Ath and 8t/i order filters are significantly large when
other practical concerns are included in function decomposition. This is because all
the zeros of the 4th and 8th order transfer functions are real numbers. This dramat
ically increases the number of possible solutions that can be placed at the first and
final stages of the cascaded implementation. In the procedure shown in Figure 5.5,
we exhaustively examine £ill the possible solutions for the first and final stages. This
causes the large penalties for the 4th and 8th order filters.

For example, there are

/ i

3438 possible sub-functions that can be placed at the first and final stages of the
8th-order filter.

These sub-functions constitute the major portion of the examined

sub-functions. In summar\\ when the majority of poles and zeros of a high-order func
tion are complex numbers, the penalties caused by including other practical concerns
in function decomposition are relatively small. However, if a high-order function has
many real poles or zeros, the penalties caused by including other design concerns will
be significantly increased.
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modified-function.decomp (poles, zeros)

{
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

solution = 0; Capt = oc;
make set Q and a empty;
create node start: dec\start\ = 0;
depth[start\ = 0; cost[siar<] = 0;
for each pole-zero pair combination (p, z)
add.node(a, start, (p, z)):
for each node u € a
for each pole-zero pair combination (p. z)
if unvisited(u, [p.z)) = true
add^node(Q, a, {p.z));
while (Q is not empty)
u <r- M i n { Q ) :
for any pole-zero combination (p. z)
if unvisited(a, (p.z)) = true
add.node(Q, u. (p.z)):
if depth[v\ =
report Path(start —> u): break:

)

add.node( <5. u. (p,z) )

{
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

create node v for (p, z);
depth[v] = depth[u\ H- 1; dec[v\ = 0;
if depth[v\ = 1 and v
LP or BP
dec[v] = .4; cost[v\ = C{v) — dec[v\;
else if depth[v\ = 2 and v
HP or BP
dec[v\ = dec{u\ B;
cost[v\ = max{cost[u] — B. C(v) — dec[v\);
else
dec[v\ = dec[u\;
cost[u] = max{cost[u\, C{v) — dec[v\);
add node v to set

}
FIGURE 5.5. The modified algorithm for function decomposition.
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CHAPTER 6

GRAPH REPRESENTATION OF FPAA CIRCUITS
6.1

Introduction

In order to efficiently represent FPAA circuits in macro-cell sjnthesis. a graph rep
resentation of FPAA circuits is developed in this chapter. Previously, signal flow
graphs (SFGs) [61, 62] have been used to represent linear analog functions. In SFGs.
nodes represent signals appearing in analog functions.

Edges indicate functional

dependence between signals. With these notations, the "causes and effects" in elec
trical circuits are well portrayed by SFG representations. Due to this advantage.
SFGs are widely used to illustrate signal dependance in circuit analysis. In addition,
methods have also been developed to calculate circuit responses from SFG represen
tations [62, 63, 64, 65, 66]. Despite these applications. SFGs are not suitable for being
used to represent analog circuits in FPAA synthesis. This is because SFGs are too
abstract to contain necessary circuit implementation information. As a result. SFGs
with similar structures may actually indicate quite different circuit implementations
as shown in Figure 6.1. This fact makes it difficult to compare FP.\A circuit metrics,
such as circuit area, based on their SFG representations.
Block diagram is another graph representation of analog circuits [67]. .\s shown
in Figure 6.2, a block diagram consists of blocks that are connected by signal paths.
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n

(b)

FIGURE 6.1. SFG representations of linear active circuits.

The blocks normally represent basic analog functions. Unlike SFGs. block diagrams
clearly indicate how circuits are implemented. However, block diagrams do no have
the flexibility to derive alternative circuit structures from existing implementations.
For example, the block diagram in Figure 6.2 implies the circuit implementation
shown in Figure 6.3(a). From the circuit schematic, it is easy to see that the circuit in
Figure 6.3(a) can be simplified into the circuit implementation shown in Figure 6.3(b).
Nevertheless, this transformation is difficult to be discovered from the block diagram
representation. The inability to explore alternative circuit implementations is the
major drawback for block diagrams to be used in FPAA synthesis.
vl-

-S

-V3

V2
FIGURE 6.2. Block diagram of a linear active circuit.

Flow graph [68] is the third graph representation that is used to analv'ze electrical
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 6.3. Circuit implementations of the function shown in Figure 6.2.

systems described by linear equations. In flow graphs, each node represents a v-ariable
which appears in the set of equations. In addition, each equation is also labeled by a
variable. .A.n edge with weight a,_, is drawn from node ijj to t/j if variable ijj appears
with coefficient a^j in the equation labeled by iji [69]. Although flow graphs do not
directly indicate the "causes and effects" in the electrical systems, they have the
advantage of simplicity in analyzing complex systems. Since a flow graph does not
directly indicate any signal path in the system it models, it is difficult to construct
the circuit implementation from a given flow graph. Hence, flow graphs are mainly
used in circuit analysis [70. 64], instead of circuit synthesis.
In this work, a modified signal flow graph, Binodal Signal Flow Graph (BSFG),
is developed to represent FPAA circuits. The new graph not only describes the
functionality of FPAA circuits, but also contains information about how FPAA cir
cuits are implemented. By using BSFGs in FPAA synthesis, the merits of difi"erent
circuit implementations can be compared from their graph representations. In addi
tion, exploring alternative circuit structures in FPAA synthesis can be conducted by
performing graph transformations. Furthermore, because there exist close relations
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between BSFGs and FPAA circuits, checking if a synthesized circuit complies with
FPAA resource constraints (such as constraints on available capacitor values and in
terconnect patterns) can be quickly conducted at the graph representation level. In
the following sections, we discuss the definition and properties of the new graph. Also,
procedures for graph construction and transformations are described.

6.2

Binodal Signal Flow Graph

The BSFG is intended to model linear active circuits in which the positive inputs of
operational amplifiers are grounded. This type of circuits constitute the majority of
circuits that can be implemented on the target FP.A.A chip. The formal definition of
BSFGs is given below:

Definition 6.2.1. A Binodal Signal Flow Graph (BSFG) is a weighted directed graph
G{V, S). The set of vertices V contains two types of vertices: Signal Vertices and
Virtual Ground Vertices. Each virtual ground vertex has only one fan-out edge and
every signal vertex at most has one fan-in edge. In addition, no direct connection
(through a single edge) is allowed between two vertices of the same type.

.\ BSFG and its corresponding FPAA circuit are shown in Figure 6.4. The vir
tual ground vertices (solid dots) in the BSFG correspond to circuit nodes that are
connected to the negative inputs of the operational amplifiers in the FPAA circuit.
Such circuit nodes are often referred to as virtual ground. This is why the name of
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0 Virtual ground
vertex

(a) Binodal signal flow graph

(b) FPAA circuit implemencacion

FIGURE 6.4. The BSFG representation of an FP.A.A circuit.

virtual ground vertex is coined. The signal vertices in the graph correspond to circuit
nodes that are not connected to power supply or virtual ground in the FPAA circuit.
There is a voltage signal associated with each signal vertex. It is called the voltage at
the signal vertex and its value is identical to the voltage at the corresponding circuit
node. In addition. BSFG edges represent passive circuit components (resistors and
capacitors) that connect corresponding circuit nodes. Also, there is a current signal
associated with each edge and its value is equal to the current flowing through the
corresponding passive component. Assume that Z is the impedance of the passive
component that is modeled by edge e. The weight of edge e is defined as the following:
if e starts from a signal vertex, the weight of e is Z: otherwise, it is —Z. Previously,
signal flow graphs with two type of vertices have been used in [71] to illustrate SC
circuit structures. However, the properties of such graphs and the associated graph
transformation procedures have not been formally studied in the previous work. In
this chapter, we provide a thorough study on BSFGs. laving down the foundation for
using BSFGs in FPAA synthesis.
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To avoid confusion in description, we use the following notations to denote BSFG
components and their associated signals. The label of a BSFG vertex always starts
with lower-case letter v. When there are multiple vertices to be labeled, we add
footnotes following letter v to distinguish the nodes. For example.

and Vj represent

two different nodes in a BSFG. Similarly, the labels of edges always start with 'owercase letter e and footnotes are added following letter e to represent different edges.
The voltage signal associated with node Vj is written as

(s), where s is the Laplace

variable (BSFGs describe analog functions in s domain). For an edge e,. its associated
current signal and edge weight are represented by /e.(s) and u-v, (.•>•). respectively.
Since passive components on the target FPAA chip are either capacitive or resistive
components, edge weight

can be written in the form of

"-e. (s) = fle.

• S*"'-

(6.1)

where, a^, is a real number and Are, is an integer whose \-alue is either -1 or 0. For
convenience of description, Og. is also referred to as the numerical weight of the edge
and kc, is called the s weight of the edge. In the case that k^, = 0, the edge is called
resistive edge. Otherwise, the edge is referred to as capacitive edge.
From the relations between BSFGs and their corresponding linear circuits, it is
easy to show that the following relations exist in BSFGs.
• For an edge

that starts from a signal vertex Vj. the current /e,(s) associated
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with e, is:
/„(s) =

lVe,(s)

<®-'

For an edge e, that starts from a virtual ground vertex fj, the current Ie,(s) is:

Z

/..W

(6-3)

where. Tin{vj) is the edge set that contains all the fan-in edges of Vj.
For a signal vertex Vj with a fan-in edge Cj, the voltage V i,.j(s) is:

Kj{s) =

• /^.(s)

(6.4)

Note that a signal vertex is referred to as Primary Input Vertex if it does not
have any fan-in edge. The voltage on a primary- input vertex is determined by
its external source.

FIGURE 6.5. Simple paths in a BSFG.

In a BSFG. a simple path from vertex u, to Vj is a path from f, to Vj without
visiting any edge twice. However, it is possible that a path visits a vertex twice and
the path is still a simple path. For example, path es —> 62 —> 63 —> 64 in Figure 6.5
visits node 7/3 twice and is still a simple path. For a simple path p. we define its
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numerical gain (denoted by -Vgfp)) and s distance (denoted by Sdisip)) as following:
.

n

e,eEv{p)

-^giP) = — f f

—

(6.0)

11 ^ e j
ej€£s(p)
Sdisip) =

^
ej€Es(p)

e,£Ev{p)
In the above equations, Oe,. a^^ and Ar^,,

are the numerical weights and s weights

of edge e, and e^. In addition, Ev{p) is the set of edges that belong to path p and
start from virtual ground vertices; Es{p) is the set of edges that belong to path p but
originate from signal vertices.
For two different simple paths pi and po that are both terminated at the same
vertex, p^ is defined to contain p\ (po D pi) if everv* edge in pi also belongs to po.
Also, a simple path p, which is terminated at vertex Vi, is called a maximal path of
vertex Vi if it is not contained by any other simple path that is also terminated at i\.
The set containing all the maximal paths of vertex Vi is defined as the maximal path
set of Vi (denoted by xi;{vi)). In addition, a complete path set of vertex Vi (denoted
by ^(oi)) is a path set that satisfies the following conditions:
• Any path in ,5(yj) is a simple path that starts from a signal vertex and ends at
vertex Vi

• if PirP2 ^ 3 { v i ) , then p i ^ P 2 and P 2 ^ P i
• V p G vy'ivi). 3 p' € 5(t'i) such that p 'D p'
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For a given signal vertex Vi, its maximal path set is unique. However, there normally
exist multiple complete path sets for v,. With the notation of complete path sets,
relations between voltage signals associated with signal vertices in a BSFG can be
described as follow.

Theorem 6.1. For a BSFG signal vertex ir, that is not a primary input vertex, its
associated voltage signal can be expressed as:

(6.7)

where, v{p) is the starting vertex of path p and V u(p)(s) is the voltage signal at vertex
v(p).

The proof of this theorem is provided in Appendix A.l. A linear equation obtained
by applying the above theorem to a signal vertex vi is referred to as an intermedi
ate expression of

Intermediate expressions are used in the discussion of the

relations between BSFGs and analog linear equations in the next section.

6.3

Relations Between BSFGs and Analog Linear Equations

As the input of the FPAA synthesis flow, analog functions are represented by a set
of linear equations. The general form of a such linear equation is shown in below:

(6.8)
J
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In the above equation. Viis) and V}(s) are voltage signals, bj is a real coefficient and s
is the Laplace variable, rij is the power of

and its value must be an integer. In FP.A.A

synthesis, the equation representations of analog functions need to be transformed
into BSFG representations. This section discusses the conditions that guarantee the
correctness of the above transformation. The discussion provided in this section will
be used to prove the correctness of graph construction and transformation procedures
in later sections.
In FP.A.A synthesis, we expect synthesized FP.'V.A. circuits realize all the functions
specified by the input (linear equations) of the FPAA synthesis flow. This implies that
the generated BSFGs in FPAA synthesis should contain all the functions described by
linear equations. Note that the use of "contain" relation, instead of "equal" relation,
significantly simplifies our discussion without spoiling the correctness. The complete
description of an analog function consists of four elements, which are denoted by
{/, O, R, P}. Particularly, / and O are the sets containing primary input and output
signals of the function. R contains all the relations between input and output signals.
Sometimes, intermediate signals have to be used in describing the relations between
input and output signals. VVe treat the intermediate signals as part of R. Finally, P is
the set containing all the analog performance parameters, such as dvTiamic ranges and
signal to noise ratios. For a given equation representation, signals that only appear at
the right hand side of linear equations are primary input signals and constitute set /.
Meanwhile, relations contained in R are described by the linear equations. However,
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in order to describe information contained in O and P. additional data structures
(such as lists of output signals and performance parameter tables) are needed. In the
BSFG representation, input signals are indicated by signal vertices that do not have
fan-in edges. Relations between input and output signals are described by simple
paths in BSFGs. Like the equation representation, the BSFG representation also
needs additional data structures to describe information contained in O and P.
Since both BSFG and equation representations describe only the / and R elements
of analog function descriptions, we focus on only the information contained in I and
R when comparing BSFG and equation representations, .\ssuming that an equation
representation Q and a BSFG representation Q have the same O and P specifications,
the analog functions described by Q contain the functions represented by Q if the
following two conditions are satisfied;
• Q and Q have the same input set I
• For each linear equation q in Q, there exists a signal vertex v in Q such that v
has an intermediate expression which is identical to equation q
The correctness of the above conditions is justified as the following. For each output
signal Vo(.s) in representation Q, we can algebraically manipulate equations in Q to
obtain an expression of Vo(.s), which depends on only primar\^ input signals. We
refer to this expression as the primitive expression of Vo(s). Because there exists
an identical intermediate expression for each equation in Q, we can derive the same
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primitive expression for signal Vo(s) from the BSFG representation. This implies
that the BSFG and equation representations describe the same function for signal
Vo(s). Similarly, we can show that any function described in Q is also described in
Q. Therefore, the functions described by ^ contain the functions represented by Q.
In FPAA macro-cell synthesis, circuit implementations are developed by two con
secutive steps. The first step is to derive possible circuit structures. The second step
is to assign proper component values for the selected circuit structure. In the first
step, the constraints on circuit component values are not considered. This implies
that the coefficients in linear equations and the numerical gains of simple paths in
BSFGs are ignored in the derivation of circuit structures. Without considering coef
ficients in linear equations, two linear equations are called structurally equivalent if;
(1) the signals on the left hand side of the two equations are the same signal: (2) for
each term aj •s*-' • V j(s) on the right hand side of one equation, there is a corresponding
term bi • s*' • Vi{s) in the other equation such that Vj(s) and Vi{s) are the same signal
and kj = fcj. By using the concept of structurally equivalent, the relaxation of the
"contain" relation between a BSFG and a set of linear equations can be defined as the
following. The functions represented by a BSFG Q contain the functions described
by an equation representation Q if the following conditions are satisfied:
• Q and Q have the same input set /
• For each linear equation q in Q, there exists a signal vertex v in Q such that c
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has an intermediate expression which is structurally equivalent to equation q
Based on the above conditions, the next section presents a procedure that translates
a set of linear equations into a BSFG representation.

6.4

BSFG Construction Procedure

This section describes a procedure that constructs BSFGs from given linear equations.
In the graph construction, each vertex is labeled by a three-tuple (vertex.name. vertex-type. S.index). vertex.type is a Boolean variable indicating whether the vertex

is a signal vertex {veTtex.type=true) or a virtual ground vertex {vertexMjpe=faLie).
vertex.name is a string variable and S-index is an integer variable. The graph con

struction procedure is described in Figure 6.6 and 6.7.
The construction of a BSFG starts from subroutine BuUdGraph( F). It incremen
tally builds the BSFG for each linear equation in set F by calling other subroutines.
In line 6 of BuildGraph( F), subroutine AddPath(vi, ki, v-y, ky) adds a simple path
from vertex (vi.true.ki) to vertex (v2,true.O) with s distance k-j. In the process
of building simple paths, procedure AddEdgel (or AddEdge2) accomplishes the task
of adding an edge from a signal vertex to a virtual ground vertex (or from a vir
tual ground vertex to a signal vertex). In addition, auxiliary* functions updatel and
update2 generates S-index values for newly added vertices. The correctness of this
procedure is proved in Appendix A.2. An example to demonstrate how a BSFG is
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// assume that T is the set of linear equations
BuildGraph( T )

{
while ( r is not empty )
remove an equation V'i(s) =

1
2

- V}(s) from F
J

3
4
5
6

Insert( v^, true, 0 )
for eacfi term aj • s^j • Vj{s), do
Insert( Vj, true, 0 )
AddPath( Vj, 0. T'J. k j )

}
Insertf vertex-Jiame: v. uertex-type: t, S.index: i)
{

if vertex {v, t, i) does not exist
add a new vertex and label it with (v. t. i)

1
2

}
AddPath( Vi. ki, L^>. k2)
{

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

kjn = Update1( k2 )
if vertex {vo, false, km) is found in the graph
Addedgel( {vi.true. k^), {vo, false, km), k )
else
add a new vertex
false, km)
Addedgel( [vx,true, k{), {v-^, false, km), k )
kn = Update2( km )
Insert( vi, true, kn )
Addedge2( {v2, false, km), {v2,true.kn), km )
iffk^^O)
addPath( Vo. kn. V2, kn )

}
FIGURE 6.6. The BSFG construction procedure.
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Updatel( k )
{
1
if ( k < 0 )
2
return k
3
else
4
return k — 1

}
Update2( k )

{
1
2
3
4
5
6

( k =0 )
return 0
else if ^ > 0 j
return k-1
else
return A: + 1

}
AddEdgel( {vi.t\,.k\), {co. t>. kn). k)
{
1
if ( k < Q )
2
add a resistive edge starting
froTn{vi,ti. ki) to {vo.tn.ko)
3
else
4
add a capacitive edge starting
from
to {v^.t^.ko)

}
AddEdge2( {vi.ti,ki), {vo,to,ko), k)

{
1
2

\t ( k>Q )
add a resistive edge starting
from {vi,ti.ki) to {vo,t2.k2)
else
add a capacitive edge starting
from {vi,ti,ki) to {v2-,t'i. k-z)

3
4

}
FIGURE 6.7. The BSFG construction procedure (cont'd.).
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constructed for Equation V i(s) = 10 • s" • Voi-s) + 5 • V3(.s) is shouni in Figure 6.8. In
this example, the numbers beside the vertices in the graph indicate the order of the
vertices being added. It is assumed that term 10-v-yis) is processed first. Also, the
numbers beside edges indicate the s weights of the corresponding edges. It is easy to
see that the constructed graph contains the function of the equation if proper edge
numerical weights are assigned.

FIGURE 6.8. A BSFG for Equation V'I(S) = 10 • s~ • I'>(6) + 5 • VJ(.5).

Assume that the given set of linear equations F contains m equations and each
equation has at most n terms on its right hand side. In addition, assume that the
maximum absolute value of the power of s among all the equations is k. Then, the
time complexity of the procedure is 0{Tn-n- k). Also, it is easy- to show that the total
number of vertices and edges in the constructed graph is 0{m{n + k)). This shows
that the proposed procedure has polvTiomial complexities for both running time and
memory' space.
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6.5

BSFG Transformation Procedures

As discussed early, an important issue in FPAA synthesis is to explore alternative
circuit structures. By using the proposed BSFG representation, the exploration of
design space can be achieved by performing graph transformations. This section
describes the developed graph transformation procedures.

6.5.1

Redundant Element Manipulation

In a BSFG. redundant elements are vertices and edges whose removal does not change
the functionality of the graph. Particularly, redundant vertices include both virtual
ground vertices that do not have fan-in edges and signal vertices whose fan-in edges
are connected to redundant virtual ground vertices. Meanwhile, redundant edges are
those that are associated with redundant vertices. For example, redundant elements
are marked in Figure 6.9. Because there is no any fan-in edge for vertex yi, the
current at its fan-out edge ei is zero. Consequently, the voltage at vertex uo and the
current at edge eo are both zero. Therefore, removing vertices t-i,

and edges ei, e-y

from graph G will not change the function represented by the graph. The operation
of removing redundant graph elements is a basic graph transformation. It is used to
clear up BSFGs after performing other graph transformations. In addition, sometimes
redundant graph elements are intentionally added to cieate proper conditions for
performing other transformations.
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FIGURE 6.9. Redundant elements in a BSFG.

6.5.2

Edge Migration Transformation

The edge migration transformation moves fan-in edges of a virtual ground vertex
to other virtual ground vertices. .\n example of such transformations is shown in
Figure 6.10. .-Vfter the migration transformation, edge ci of the original graph is
replaced by two new edges eo and e.-j in the new graph.

Equivalently. it can be

stated as that a fan-in edge (ei) of t;i is transformed into fan-in edges of L'> and f3.
Performing the edge migration transformation on BSFGs corresponds to moving fanin branches of a C.\B to other CABs in the synthesized FP.A.A circuits. Since limited
hardware resources on CABs restrict circuit structures that can be realized on the
FPAA chip, the edge migration transformation is proposed to translate unfeasible
circuit structures into feasible circuit structures.
migracion
candi daces

FIGURE 6.10. An example of edge migration transformation.
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As shown in Figure 6.10. the edge that will be eliminated in the edge migration
transformation is called victim edge. Meanw^hile, virtual ground vertices that will re
ceive new fan-in edges in the transformation are referred to as migration candidates.
For a selected edge, there may exist several sets of migration candidates for perform
ing migration transformations. Finding all possible sets of migration candidates for
a large size BSFG can be computationally expensive since exhaustive enumeration
methods have to be employed in the search process. Fortunately, not all possible
sets of migration candidates are interested in edge migration transformations. If the
selected set of migration candidates consists of vertices that are far away from the
victim edge (a vertex is far away from an edge if the shortest path from the edge
to the vertex visits a relatively large number of nodes), the newly added edges by
performing edge migration transformations normally result in interconnections that
have to be implemented by using global buses in later placement and routing phase.
This drawback makes migration candidate sets that are far away from victim edges
unattractive in the edge migration transformation. In the following discussion, we
focus on methods to find migration candidates that are close to victim edges. The
search of such migration candidates can be conducted by traversing the graph from
the victim edge along BSFG edge directions or the opposite edge directions. For con
venience of description, a candidate set is called forward candidate set if the candidate
nodes in the set are reached by traversing the graph along edge directions. The edge
migration transformation associated with a forward candidate set is referred to as
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edge forward transformation. Similarly, candidate sets that are reached by traversing
the graph along the opposite edge directions are called backward candidate sets. The
edge migration transformation associated with a backward candidate set is denoted
by the name of edge backward transformation. In the following, we describe the
procedures to perform edge forward and backward transformation.

Edge Forward Transformation: Before describing the edge forward transformation,
we first introduce the following concepts.

For a given edge e in a BSFG. a fan-

out path of e is a simple path that starts from edge e. A fan-out path is called a
maximal path of edge e if it is not contained by other fan-out paths of edge e. For
example, path t'l —> u-j —> t'3 —>

—> vo is a maximal path of edge e in

Figure 6.11. A signal vertex on a maximal path p is called the converging vertex of
p if it is immediately before a virtual ground vertex that is visited by p twice. In
the above mentioned maximal path,

is the converging vertex because vo is visited

twice by the path. With the above notations, we define a primitive path of edge e is
a simple path that starts from the terminating vertex of edge e and ends at either a
primary output vertex (a primary output vertex is a signal vertex that corresponds
to a primary output signal) or a converging vertex, depending on which is reached
first. For example, paths t'l —> vo

t'3 —>• 1:4 —>

and I'l —> co —>

vs

vg are

two primitive paths of edge e in Figure 6.11. The first primitive path terminates at
a converging vertex (175) and the second path ends at a primar\- output vertex (fg).
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For a given edge e, we use P(e) to denote the set containing all the primitive paths
of edge e. For a primitive path p. we use

A Vj) to represent the s distance

from vertex Vi to Vj along path p.

Priauury
oufcpttfc

FIGURE 6.11. Primitive paths of edge e.

For a virtual ground vertex Uj on a primitive path p of edge e. the condition for
Uj to be qualified for a forvvard candidate of edge e is:
v j ) = 0. o r I

(6.9)

where. b\ is the source vertex of edge e. This condition is due to the fact that only
capacitive and resistive components are available on the FP.A.A chip. If Uj is indeed
selected as a forward candidate for edge e, we say that Vj covers all the primitive paths
of edge e. which visit vertex vj. We use set Pe{vj) to denote all the primitive paths of
edge e that are covered by vj. In addition, we define Se(i/'j) as the set that contains
all the distinct values of Sduivi A vj) for all p' € Pe{vj). Due to Equation 6.9. set
Se{vj) at most contains two distinct values: 0 and 1. With the above notions, the
conditions for a set of virtual ground vertices,

to be a forward Ccindidate set of

edge e are:
• Everv* vertex in

is a forward candidate of edge e
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• U

vj&: f

= V(e)

A procedure to search forward candidate sets is shown in Figure 6.12. In the search
process. Depth-First-Search (DFS) algorithm is used to traverse the graph starting
from edge e. For each DFS search path, the graph traversal is terminated when one
of the following three situations occurs. In case I. a virtual ground vertex Vk that
satisfies Equation 6.9 is reached. Consequently, this vertex is added to the forward
candidate set T as shown in line 4, 5. 6 of subroutine Check.VG. In case 2. a primarjoutput vertex Vj is reached (line 1 and 2 in subroutine CheckSV). This indicates
the failure to find a forvvard candidate set since no forward candidates can be found
to cover the primitive path from edge e to vertex Vj. In case .3. a converging verte.x is
visited (line 1 and 2 in subroutine Check.VG). Similarly, it also indicates the failure
to find a forward candidate set T. If a fonvard candidate set T is found, the edge
forward transformation is performed as shown in Figure 6.13. The correctness of this
transformation is justified in Appendix A.3.

Edge Backward Transformation: The edge backward transformation is similar to the
edge forward transformation except that the migration candidates used in the back
ward transformation are searched by using a different approach. In the backward
transformation, backward candidates are searched by traversing the graph along the
opposite edge directions. For a given edge e that is from signal vertex vj to virtual
ground vertex Vk, sufficient conditions for virtual ground vertex Vi to be a backward

Find-Forward-Candidates( e )

{
1
for each vertex v in graph G
2
COIOT[V\ = white
3
Se{i') = O
4
\:f\ = <})
5
Sdis = -w^{e)
6
i/'i = terminating vertex of edge e
7
uo = signal vertex associated with Vi
8
^dis — ^dis ^
^ ^2)
9
if ChecksV(v2, Sdts, T) = true
10
return J11 else
12
no forward candidate sets exist
}
Check.SV(vj, Sdis, T)

{
if fj is a primary output vertex
return false
for each Vk € Adj{Vj)
if Check.VGfvkr {Sdis ~
return false
return true

1
2
3
4
5
6

i-'/t))-

= false

}
Check^VG(vk. Sdis, T)

{ ^
if color[vk\ = gray
return false
color[vk\ = gray
4 if Sdis = 0, or 1
5
add Vk into T
6
add Sdis into set Se{vk)
7 else
8
Vj = signal vertex associated with Vk
9
if Check.SV(vj, Sdis +
> vj). FC) = false
10
return false
11 color[vk\ — white
12 return true
1
2
3

}
FIGURE 6.12. Procedure to search forward candidates.
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// assume that edge e starts from vertex Vi
Edge-Forward (e, J-)

{
for each vertex Uk G
for each value I € Se{vk)
add an edge from Vi to Vk with the s weight of —I
remove edge e

1
2
3
4

}
FIGURE 6.13. Procedure to perform edge forward transformation.

candidate of edge e are listed below:
• r, reaches Vk without going through edge e
• Every node on the path from 6-, to Vk has only one fan-out edge
• No nodes on the path from t?, to Vk are primar\' output vertices
• The s distance from u, to Vk is equal to w^{e) or w^[e) — 1. where if^(e) is the
.s weight of edge c
Based on the above conditions, a procedure to search a backward candidate node
is shown in Figure 6.14. It back traces the graph starting from the terminating
vertex of edge e and return the first backward candidate that the procedure finds.
Once a backward candidate Vi is found, the backward transformation is performed
by removing edge e and inserting a new edge e' from vj (the starting vertex of edge
e) to Vi. The s weight of the new edge is assigned to be Sdis{vi A

-h w^{e).

where Sdisivi A Uk) is the s distance from Vi to Vk- The correctness of the edge
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// assume that edge e is fTom vj to Vk
Find^ackward-Candidate(e )
{
1
.s[ufc] = u;^(e)
2
put all the fan-in edges of Vk except e into Queue Q
3
while Q is not empty
4
remove the first edge ei from Q
5
L'l = terminating vertex of edge ei
6
vo = starting vertex of edge e\
7
if vn is not primary output vertex and has only one fan-out edge
8
Co = fan-in edge of vn
9
V3 = starting vertex of edge eo
10
= s[t;i] -f u;^(ei) 11
if •s[t.'3] = 0. or — 1
12
return vertex t'3 as the backward candidate
13
else
14
put all the fan-in edges of
into Q

}
FIGURE 6.14. Procedure to search backward candidates.

backward transformation can be justified similarly to the proof of the edge forward
transformation.

6.5.3

Loop Redirection Transformation

The motivation of introducing the loop redirection transformation is to avoid capacitive fan-out edges of virtual ground vertices. Such fan-out edges result in dif
ferentiation functions in the synthesized FPAA circuits. As discussed early. FPAA
differentiation circuits are less accurate since extra capacitors are added in amplifier
feedback paths for stabilizing amplifier outputs. By performing the loop redirection
transformation, the capacitive fan-out edges of some virtual ground vertices can be
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changed to the fan-in edges of other virtual ground vertices. Such changes can be
exploited to translate differentiation circuits into integration circuits in certain cir
cumstances.
Previously, path (or loop) redirection transformations were developed for tradi
tional SFGs [72]. However, the redirection transformations on traditional SFGs are
not able to directly reflect the changes on the corresponding circuit structures. In
addition, redirection transformations for traditional SFGs are complicated to imple
ment since the transformations either significantly change the graph structures (nodepreserving inversion) or introduce additional nodes to the graphs (branch-preserving
inversion). Unlike the redirection transformations for the traditional SFGs. the pro
posed redirection transformation for BSFGs not only clearly indicates the changes on
circuit structures, but also is easy to be implemented.
For a selected loop c in a BSFG, the loop redirection transformation is performed
by reversing all the directions of the edges that belong to c. The redirection trans
formation also reverses the signs of the numerical weights of these edges. A such
transformation is shown in Figure 6.15 (note that only the s weights of the edges are
shown in the graph). The left side BSFG corresponds to a circuit implementation
that consists of two differentiation circuits. The transformed graph represents a cir
cuit implementation that contains two integration circuits. It is easy to verify that
the two BSFGs (or circuits) implement the same transfer function. A proof of the
correctness of the loop redirection transformation is provided in Appendix A.4.
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Vcuc

FIGURE 6.15. A loop redirection transformation.

Since the loop redirection transformation also potentially translates capacitive
fan-in edges into capacitive fan-out edges, it is possible that the number of capacitive
fan-out edges of virtual ground vertices are actually increased after a loop redirection
transformation. A such example is demonstrated by performing the transformation
for the right hand side BSFG in Figure 6.15. In order to avoid such transformations,
for each loop we define its loop index as Ncfoui—^CFis- where Xcfol t and .\'cFr.\
are the total numbers of the capacitive fan-out and fan-in edges of virtual ground
vertices, which also belong to the loop. A positive loop index indicates that the
total number of capacitive fan-out edges of virtual ground vertices can be reduced by
performing a redirection transformation for this loop. In FPAA synthesis, loops with
positive indexes can be searched by running Depth First Search algorithm.

6.5.4

Edge-Cut Scaling Transformation

Previously, a scaling transformation was proposed in [73] for traditional SFGs. In
this work, we extend the scaling transformation to BSFGs with the name of edge-cut
scaling transformation. A cut of a BSFG, G{V,E). is a partition of the vertices in
the graph. For a given cut (S, V" — S), an edge is called a cross edge if it connects
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two vertices that belong to S and V — S, respectively. In particular, a cross edge is
defined as an in-coming edge of cut set S if the starting vertex of e is in V — S. A
cross edge that is not an in-coming edge of S is referred to as an out-going edge of
S. Meanwhile, a cross edge can start from either a signal vertex or a virtual ground
vertex. By using the above two classification criteria, there are four types of cross
edges. As shown in Table 6.1, we assign either —1 or 1 for each type of cross edges.
The assigned numbers are referred to as the polarities of cross edges. In the following
description, we use p(e) to denote the polarity of a cross edge e.

In-coming edge
Out-going edge

From a signal vertex
-1
1

From a virtual ground vertex
1
-1

TABLE 6.1. Polarity assignment for cross edges.

For a given cut (S. V — S), we define S as a safe cut set if S does not contain
any primary input and output vertices. With the condition that S is a safe cut set.
the edge-cut scaling transformation for S is a process to update the s weight of every
cross edge e according to the following rule:

u;®(e) = u;®(e) -t- p{e) * k

(6.10)

In the above equation. A: is a constant with the value of either —1 or 1. In order to
guarantee that the new s weights satisfy BSFG constraints, the following conditions
have to be applied in selecting the cut set S:
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• If A: is selected to be 1, for ever\' cross edge e with p{e) — —1. w^{e) = 0;
otherwise. w^(e) = — 1
• If k is selected to be —I, for everj' cross edge e with p{e) = —1, iv^ie) = —1:
otherwise. w^{e) =0
rut.

to

(d)

FIGURE 6.16. An example of edge-cut scaling transformation.

Figure 6.16 demonstrates how a BSFG can be simplified by using the proposed
graph transformations. From (a) to (b) in Figure 6.16. the edge-cut scaling transfor
mation is performed and. consequently, conditions for edge forvvard transformations
are established. After performing two edge forwcird transformations and removing
redundant components, the simplified graph is shown in Figure 6.16(d). .As indicated
by this example, the edge-cut scaling transformation can be performed to create
proper migration candidate sets for edge migration transformations. Assume that e
is the edge that does not have migration candidate sets. We can attempt to create a
migration candidate set for edge e by performing the edge-cut scaling transformation
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with a cut set S whose cross edges include e. The cut set 5 can be searched by using
Breadth First Search (BFS) algorithm.
The correctness of this transformation can be justified by treating BSFGs as a
special type of SFGs. Therefore, Mason's formula [62] still applies to BSFGs except
that different methods are used to calculate the transmissions of the different types
of edges in BSFGs. By using Mason's formula, the correctness of the edge-cut scaling
transformation can be proved similarly to the proof of the SFG scaling transformation
in [74].

6.6

Discussion

In this chapter, we developed a modified signal flow graph to represent linear active
circuits, which consist of amplifiers, capacitors, and resistive components. Different
from existing graph representations, the proposed BSFGs not only represent the func
tionality of analog circuits, but also contain details of circuit implementations. This
advantage makes BSFGs suitable for being used in FPAA sv-nthesis. In addition, we
developed graph transformation procedures for BSFGs. Unlike the previous graph
transformations for traditional SFGs (which mainly reflect how linear equations are
algebraically manipulated), the newly proposed transformations emphasize reflecting
how circuit structures can be changed. Therefore, the new graph transformations are
more suitable for being used in linear active circuit synthesis.
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CHAPTER 7

FPAA MACRO-CELL SYNTHESIS

In Chapter 6, BSFG transformations are developed to derive new circuit structures
from existing circuit implementations. In this chapter, we investigate methods to as
sign capacitor values for the derived circuit structures. As discussed early, BSFG edge
numerical weights determine the capacitor values in the corresponding FPAA circuit.
Therefore, assigning capacitor values for an FP.A,A circuits is equivalent to finding
proper edge numerical weights for the corresponding BSFG. Due to this reason, we
will not distinguish FP.\A capacitor values and BSFG edge numerical weights in the
following discussion. In the process of assigning FPAA capacitor values, resource
constraints on the FPAA chip have to be considered. To cope with these constraints,
a new capacitor assignment procedure is described in Section 7.1. Once capacitor
values are assigned for a given circuit structure, the merits (such as circuit area and
performance) of the synthesized circuit can be evaluated. In order to find optimal cir
cuit implementations, alternative circuit structures will be examined. The procedure
to explore alternative circuit structures is discussed in Section 7.2.
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7.1

Capacitor Value Assignment

In this section, we first discuss the constraints on the selection of FP.\A capacitor
values. Then, we present a new procedure to perform capacitor scaling operations.
The new procedure guarantees that all the capacitor values obtained from scaling
operations can be realized on the FPA.\ chip. By using this new capacitor scaling
method, a capacitor assignment procedure for FPAA circuits is presented.

7.1.1

Capacitor Assignment Constraints

The constraints on FPAA capacitor assignment can be classified into the following
categories: Functional Constraints, Dynamic Range Constraints, and Resource Con
straints. The first two categories of the constraints not only apply to FP.\A circuits,
but also apply to conventional SC circuits. However, the third type constraints are
only for FPAA circuits. In the following, we explain these constraints in FPAA cir
cuits.
Functional Constraints are due to the fact that the coefficients of analog functions
are realized by using proper capacitor values in FPAA circuits. In FPAA macro-cell
s\-nthesis, the functional constraints are described by the relations between the numer
ical gains of BSFG simple paths and the coefficients in analog function description. -A.s
discussed in Chapter 6, for a given analog function description V'i(s) =

-V j(.s).
J
each polynomial term bj • •s"-' - V}(s) of the equation is translated into a simple path
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p whose s distance is rij. In order to make the constructed graph describe the same
function as the original equation representation, the numerical gain of path p should
equal the corresponding coefficient bj. Although graph transformations performed in
macro-cell synthesis may eliminate path p. new paths are guaranteed to be created
at the same time to serve as the replacement of p (or the combination of p and other
paths). The numerical gains of the new paths will be related to the coefficient of
the polynomial term that is originally represented by path p. For a given BSFG. its
functional constraints can be written in the following format:
y'giPi) =

far I < i < m

(~1)

where, d, is a constant and pi is a simple path whose numerical gain is restricted by
a functional constraint. Because path numerical gains can be expressed as ratios of
capacitors, the functional constraints can also be written as:

ncy
= dj

for I < i < m

(7.2)

k
The above equations directly indicate how the selection of capacitor values is restricted
by functional constraints. For a given circuit structure, the number of capacitors is
normally greater than the number of constraint equations. Therefore, the capacitor
values can not be uniquely determined by functional constraints.
Dynamic Range Constraints restrict the selection of capacitor values such that the
generated circuit meets circuit dynamic range specifications. Because operational am
plifiers on the FPAA chip have limited output ranges, signal swings in FPAA circuits
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have to be restricted within the amplifier output ranges to avoid signal distortion.
Since the outputs of macro-cell circuits are described by function specifications, the
signal swings on macro-cell outputs are independent of capacitor assignment (as long
as functional constraints are satisfied). However, the behavior of internal signals is
not explicitly described by function specifications. Hence, capacitor assignment will
affect internal signal swings. To avoid signal distortion caused by large internal sig
nal swings, dynamic range constraints are introduced for FP.\A capacitor assignment.
With the condition that the swings of macro-cell internal signals are within amplifier
output ranges, we also prefer to increjise the magnitude of macro-cell internal signals
to reduce FPAA noise effects. If the magnitudes of internal signals are lower than the
noise voltage at FPAA internal nodes, input signals will not be properly processed,
consequently reducing the circuit dynamic range. With considering the above factors,
the derivation of dynamic range constraints is illustrated by the following example.
For the circuit shown in Figure 7.1, we assume that the intermediate transfer function
from input .4 to internal node B is Hab{s). In addition, we denote the maximum
and minimum magnitudes of H_\b{s) by Hmax and

respectively. Since H.\b{s)

is a function depending on capacitor variables, Hmax and /fmm are also functions of
the capacitor variables. From the function specification, we know that the largest ex
pected signal magnitude at input A is V'^.mn r- Therefore, the largest signal magnitude
at internal node B can be written as:

^B.mar ~ ^max '

.-l.max

( ' -3)
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In order to prevent signal distortion at node B, V'B,max should not be greater than
the maximum amplifier output Vamp,Tnax- Thus, we have the relation:
t/
^
^ max ^

Vamp,max

,>
(,'•"*)

' .4,mai

Substituting the capacitor variables into the above relation, we obtain a d\'namic
range constraint for FPAA capacitor assignment. If we assume that the injected
noise voltage at node B is Vb,noise•, the dynamic range constraint that guarantees the
minimum signal magnitude at node B is greater than VB.nmse is:
TT

^ B.noise

/— -\

nmin > -p

('-O)

' A,mtTi

where. V\_rnin is the minimum magnitude of the input signal. Normally, the use of
the above dynamic range constraints will lead to tedious calculations. To avoid this
drawback, an alternative method is often used to optimize circuit dynamic ranges
in the search of capacitor assignment. In this method, the maximum internal signal
magnitude is always scaled to Vamp,max- This type of scaling operations will auto
matically make the generated circuits comply with Inequality 7.4. Meanwhile, such
operations also make the value of Hmin as large as possible.
I

1

Z""* 22 '

z3

1

z4

I

FIGURE 7.1. The derivation of dynamic range constraints.
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Resource Constraints are due to the fact that FPAA chips contain only limited
capacitance resources. For convenience of description, we redraw the MPAA CAB
structure in Figure 7.2. It shows that a CAB cell contains five programmable ca
pacitance banks (PCBs). The value of each PCB can be configured from 1 to 255.
Among the five PCBs. PCBl and PCB2 can be used only in the amplifier feedback
path (the signal path that connects the output and the negative input of the am
plifier). Particularly, PCB2 can be configured as only capacitors. Unlike PCBl and
PCB2. the other three PCBs can be used in either CAB fan-in branches or the am
plifier feedback path. Depending on the circuit structure that will be implemented
on the CAB, the resource constraints on FPAA capacitance assignment are listed in
Table 7.1. In the table, we use Cf to represent the capacitor value in the amplifier
feedback path. Also, we use C/, with L = 1.2,3 to represent the capacitor values that
are in the three CAB fan-in branches. In addition, we label the fan-in capacitors by
following the order of C^, < C/, < C^,. In Table 7.1, the numbers in the first column
indicate how many fan-in branches that the amplifier has. The second column shows
the component types in the amplifier feedback path. The relations between capaci
tors in the feedback path and fan-in branches are described in the third column. The
sj'mbol "X" in this column indicates that the resource constraints will not be affected
by the relations between Cp and C/,.
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No. of Fan-in
3

Type of Feedback
capacitive

Cap. Relations
X

resistive
2

capacitive

X
Cf > C/2
CF

resistive

Cf > C^2
CF

1

capacitive

C/,

C;,

CF > 4 • C/,
CF < 4 • Cfi
CF ^ 1.5 • C/j
CF < 1-5 • C/,

resistive

CF ^ 3 • C/,
Cf < 3 • Cf J
Cf > Cfi
CF < C/i

Constraints
1 < CF < 510
1 < C/. < 255,
1 < CF < 255
1 < C/. < 255,
1 < CF < 765
1 < C/. < 255,
1 < CF < 510
1 < Cf. < 510
1 < C[^ < 255
1 < Cf < 510
1 < C/. < 255.
1 < CF < 255
1 < Cf, < 510
1 < Cfi < 255
1 < CF < 1020
1<
< 255
1 < CF < 765
1 < C/, < 510
1 < Cf < 510
1 < C/, < 765
1 < CF < 765
1 < C/, < 255
1 < CF < 510
1 < Ca, < 510
1 < CF < 255
1 < C/, < 765

i = 1,2.3
i = 1, 2.3
i=1.2

i = 1.2

TABLE 7.1. Resource constraints on FPAA capacitance assignment.
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PCSl
PCB2
FCS4
PCBb

FIGURE 7.2. Capacitor resources in a CAB cell.

7.1.2

Capacitor Scaling Operation

It is difficult to solve the capacitor assignment problem with considering all the con
straints simultaneously. Thus, we take a successive approach to find the capacitor
values. First, we find a capacitor assignment solution that satisfies functional con
straints. Since there are more capacitor variables than constraint equations, we first
fix some capacitor variables and solve the others by using the constraint equations.
After find an initial solution, we sequentially adjust capacitor values to make them
comply with the other type constraints (dynamic range and resource constraints).
The process of adjusting capacitor values is usually called capacitor scaling opera
tion [53].
The capacitor scaling operation is based on the following fact. For an internal
circuit node, if we multiply the impedance of all the components connected to this
node by the same factor, the output signals of the circuit will not be changed. For
example, in the circuit shown in Figure 7.3, if we multiply the impedance of all the
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components connected to node .4 by the same factor, the currents (A and /a) flowing
out node A will not be changed. Therefore, the output signals of the circuit will not
be changed either. Similarly, the output signals will not be affected by multiplying
the impedance of all the components connected to node B. Note that the scaling
operations for nodes .4 and B have different impacts on internal signal voltages.
In the first case, the voltage at node .4 will be changed by the same factor as the
component impedance. In the second case, the voltage at node B is not affected (it
still remains 0) by the capacitor scaling operation. The above observations imply that
capacitor scaling operations for internal signal nodes (internal circuit nodes which
are not virtual ground nodes in FPAA circuits) can be used to adjust capacitor
assignment solutions to comply with dynamic range constraints. For example, with
a given capacitor assignment, if the maximum signal magnitude {I'A.max) at node .4
exceeds the maximum amplifier output Vamp.max^ we can scale down the impedance
of all the components connected to node .4 by the factor of V'amp.max/^ A,max' On the
other hand, in order to comply with resource constraints, we can perform capacitor
scaling operations for virtual ground nodes in the circuit. Because this type of scaling
operations does not affect voltage signals in the circuit, the circuit dynamic range
is not affected by such scaling operations. This is why we can successively adjust
capacitor values to make them comply with all the constraints.
Capacitor scaling operations have been used to optimize the performance of con
ventional SC circuits [53]. Since a large range of capacitor values can be used in
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FIGURE 7.3. Capacitor scaling operations for FPAA circuits.

conventional SC circuits, capacitor scaling operations are normally performed locally
in conventional SC circuits. However, available capacitor values in FP.A.A. circuits
are limited. Therefore, capacitor scaling operations in FF.A..A circuits have to be per
formed globally. The difference between local and global capacitor scaling operations
is illustrated by the following example. For the circuit shown in Figure 7.3. we assume
that a capacitor scaling operation is performed for the components connected to node
.4. If we have the freedom to use any capacitor values (conventional SC circuits), we
can just scale all the capacitors connected to node .A to their proper values and the
scaling operation is complete. However, if the circuit shown in Figure 7.3 is intended
to be implemented on the FPAA chip, we have to consider the resource constraints
in scaling operations. For example, if we want to scale up the voltage at node A
by factor k, then all the capacitors connected to node A will be scaled down by the
factor of k (note that all the passive components in FPAA circuits are implemented
by using capacitors). As a result of the scaling operation, the new capacitor x'alues
may become too small to comply with FPAA resource constraints. In this example.
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we assume that the new capacitor value for component c2 is smaller than 1. which
violates FPAA resource constraints. To remedy this resource constraint violation, we
need further perform a scaling operation which increases all the capacitors connected
to node B. Similarly, if the second scaling operation causes other resource constraint
violations, more scaling operations will be needed to resolve the resource constraint
violations.
In order to perform capacitor scaling operations under FP.A.A resource constraints,
we introduce a set of parameters. Scaling Ranges, to represent the ranges that ca
pacitors can be scaled in FP.A.A capacitor scaling operations. For convenience of
description, the scaling ranges are defined for BSFG edges. Since each BSFG edge
corresponds to a capacitor in FPAA circuits, the scaling ranges of an edge directly
reflect the ranges that the corresponding capacitor can be .scaled. The scaling ranges
of an edge e consist of FL, FU, BL, and BU four parameters. The definitions of
these parameters are given below.
• FL: forward smallest scaling factor. It is the smallest scaling factor that can
be achieved by adjusting capacitors on edge e and its following edges.
• FU: forward largest scaling factor. It is the largest scaling factor that can be
achieved by adjusting capacitors on edge e and its following edges.
• BL: backward smallest scaling factor. It is the smallest scaling factor that can
be achieved by adjusting the capacitors on edge e and its preceding edges.
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• BU: backward largest scaling factor. It is the largest scaling factor that can be
achieved by adjusting the capacitors on edge e and its preceding edges.
The above definitions are explained by using the example shown in Figure 7.4. We
assume that all the capacitors corresponded by the BSFG edges in Figure 7.4 have
the constraint 1 < c < 255. The current capacitor values are listed beside their
corresponding edges. With these assumptions, the FL of edge ei is

This value

is obtained as the following. .Assume that we scale the capacitor on edge ei by the
factor o{ FL and the new capacitor value is 10 • FL. If the new capacitor value is
smaller than 1. we perform a scaling operation for node B such that the capacitor
value on edge e\ is scaled up to 1. As a result, the capacitor value on edge €2 becomes
If this new value exceeds 255. we need perform a scaling operation that brings
down all the capacitors connected to node C. Since no other scaling operations are
available for the capacitor on edge 63, it is required that the newly obtained capacitor
values for edge 62 and 63 are within the range of 1 < c < 255. Because the capacitor
on edge 63 is 25. it sets the minimum scaling factor to
final capacitor value for edge

With this scaling factor, the

is to Ff-25 • This value need to be smaller than 255.

Therefore, we have the relation to.ff.05 ^ 255, which leads to FL

The values

of FU. BL. and BU for edge ei can be calculated similarly. The scaling operations
that achieve these values are shown in Table 7.2.
In the above example, we obtain the scaling ranges for edge ei by speculation.
A systematical method to ceilculate edge scaling ranges is described in the following.
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FIGURE 7.4. .-Vn example of calculating scaling ranges.

65025

Operation

Capacitor values

Scaling Ce, by FU

Ce, = 325125, Ce, = 125.

Scaling

Ce, — 255. Ce, — 1275'

and Ce, by

Ce, = 255. Ce, = 1. Ce3 = 255

Scaling Ce, and Ce^ by

Ce, = 125. Ce, = 25

Scaling Ce, by BL

BU =

= 25

Scaling C^,. Ce^, and Ce, by ^

Ce, = 1. Ce, = 255. Ce, =51

Scaling Ce, by BU

Ce, = 6375. Ce, = 125. Ce, = 25

Scaling Ce,, C^^, and Ce, by

Cei ~ 200. ^e,^ ~

~ 1

TABLE 7.2. The scaling ranges of edge ei.

First, depending on the position of edge e in a BSFG. the forward scaling ranges {FL
and FU) of edge e can be calculated as the following:

• If e is a fan-in edge of a primarj* output vertex as shown in Figure 7.5(a), then
C
FL^ = ——

(/.6)

tPT' = c
^e,max
Fle
—^

(/ —
<•<)

In the above equations, we use Ce, Ce,mtnr and Ce.max to represent the current,
minimum, and maximum capacitor values on edge e. Since the terminating
vertex of e is a primary output vertex, no capacitor scaling operations can be
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FIGURE 7.5. The calculation of scaling ranges.

performed at the terminating vertex of edge e. Hence. Fand FUe are purely
determined by the available capacitor resources on edge e.
• If e is a fan-in edge of an internal signal vertex as shown in Figure 7.5(b). then
FL, =
rrwhere, ei. 62,

C
^e.max
= ~7^
Ce

. min{Fb\,, FU,._. • • • FL\,}
1
^
rrT
ETF
max{ FLei' FLg^

cr \
• FLe,}

(7.8)
t—t\\
''

Cj are the fan-out edges of the terminating vertex of edge

e. In the above equations, the first terms ( c

and c*

) reflect the scaling

factors that can be achieved by using only the resources on edge e: the second
terms reflect the extra factors achieved by performing scaling operations at the
terminating vertex of edge e. The above two equations do not consider dynamic
range constraints. These constraints can be included as the following. First,
we assume that the terminating vertex of edge e is B. Also, we use V'B.max and
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^ B,min

to denote the maximum and minimum signal magnitude at node

B

with

the current capacitor configuration. If a scaling operation with scaling factor
k

is performed at node

node

B

B,

will become

the maximum and minimum signal magnitude at

and

, respectively. We further assume that the

maximum amplifier output is Vamp,max and the maximum noise injected at node
B

is Vb,noise- In order to comply with dynamic range constraints, vve have:
Va
* B^max

^

'^ amp»max
aTnp,max

('•10)

^ B.min

^ ^ B,noise

('-11)

k

The above relations introduce more restrictions on performing scaling operations
at node

B.

Therefore, the expressions of FL and FL for edge e need to be

modified as:

FL, =

- mm{

, FU,,.FU,.^. • • • FUe.}

(7.12)

* B.noise

FL\ =

(7.13)
C .

m a ^x'ump.max
{ , F L , *„ F L ,•. , - F L , '
,}

• if e is a fan-in edge of a virtual ground vertex as shown in Figure 7.o(c), then

. min{Fb\,, Bb\^. • • • BU,,}
r^T T

cC^TTICIX
Ce

1

(7.14)
/• M « » \

max {FLe^.'• • BLe.,- • • BLe,)

where, ei is the fan-out edge of the virtual ground vertex and ez. • - - Cj are the
other fan-in edges of the virtual ground vertex.
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Similarly, the backward scaling factors {BL and BU) of edge e can be calculated
as follow:
• If e is a fan-out edge of a primarj' input vertex as shown in Figure 7.5(d). then
BLe =

(7.16)

Oe

BU, =

(7.17)

• If e is a fan-out edge of an internal signal vertex as shown in Figure 7.o(e). then
BLe =

• min{BU,,, FL',,. • • • FU,,}

(7.18)

^e

or- _ C
^e.moj

Ce

1
i

' max{BLe,.BL,^. - BL,,}

^

'

where, ex is the fan-in edge of the signal vertex and eo, • • - Ci are the other fanout edges of the signal vertex. If considering dynamic range constraints, the
backward scaling ranges can be re-written as:
BL, = ^^.min{^y^^.BU,,,FU,,.-FU\,}

(7.20)

'B.notse

BV\ =
Ce

!
rnax{y-^^=i^,BLej.FLe,,--FLe,}
** ^amp.max
'

(7.21)

• if e is the fan-out edge of a virtual ground vertex as shown in Figure 7.5(f),
then
BL, =

• min{BUe,, BU,,, - - • BU,,}

nrr _ C
*-^e.max
it
C, ' max{BL,,,BL,^, - BL,,}
where, et, 62, • - - e^ are the fan-in edges of the virtual ground vertex.

(7.22)

^

'
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Once all the edge scaling ranges are computed, the feasible scaling factors of a
BSFG node can be calculated as follow.

For a given node B. let its fan-in and

fan-out edges be labeled by ei,,e,2, • •and Co,.Coj, • •-Co,. respectively. Then, the
minimum and maximum scaling factors (denoted by SFmmiB) and SFmax{B)) that
can be applied at node B are given by:

7.1.3

SFmtniB) = max{BLe.^.-• • BLe,^. FLe^^.-• • FL^^^}

(7.24)

S F m a x i B ) = min{BUe, . - • •

(7.25)

. FLe„, r • • •

}

Capacitor .\ssignment Procedure

By using the maximum and minimum scaling factors obtained from Equation 7.24
and 7.25. the capacitor values of a macro-cell circuit can be assigned following the
steps below:

Step I: Fix some capacitor variables and compute the values of the other
capacitor variables from functional constraints
Step 2: For nodes that connect to capacitors whose current values violate
hardware constrains, perform capacitor scaling operations to make
all the capacitor values comply with FPAA hardware constraints.
Step 3: Calculate the maximum signal magnitude i max for each internal
signal node. For an internal signal node, if V^ci is greater than
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the maximuTn amplifier output Vamp,maxT performing a capacitor
scaling operation for this node to eliminate the violation of dynamic
range constraints: if Vmax is smaller than Vamp^max' we also perform
a capacitor scaling operation to increase Vmax (but xuithout
exceeding amp,max )•

v.nO

•# ^ Ov...
(a)

Vi„0 ^ •#

•# ^ ov,..
(b)

FIGURE 7.6. Inserting new CAB cells in capacitor assignment procedure.

In Step 1. we sort the capacitor variables in the descending order of their appear
ing frequencies in constraint equations. If there are .V capacitor variables and M
constraint equations, we let the values of the first .V — A/ capacitors be 1. Then, we
can calculate the values of the other capacitors by solving the constraint equations.
This is the initial solution for the capacitor assignment problem. In Step 2, capacitor
scaling operations are performed to eliminate resource constraint violations. When
performing capacitor scaling operations can not satisfy FPAA resource constraints
(the required scaling factor exceeds the feasible range defined by SFmm and SF^ox),
extra CABs have to be inserted into the synthesized circuit. For example, the initial
solution for the BSFG (FPAA circuit) in Figure 7.6(a) is: Ci = 1000 and C2 = 1With the resource constraints shown in Table 7.1, no feasible capacitor assignment can

be found by performing capacitor scaling operations. Therefore, a new CAB is added
resulting in the circuit shown in Figure 7.6(b). For the new circuit, its functional con
straint is

= 1000. Now. a feasible capacitor assignment solution can be easily

reached by performing capacitor scaling operations. In Step 3. if Vmax > ^'amp.max^ it
indicates a violation of circuit dynamic range constraints, capacitor scaling operations
have to be performed to bring down the maximum signal magnitude to Vamp.max- In
addition, if the required scaling factor

Vamp.max

) is not within the feasible scaling

range, extra CABs have to be added. On the other hand, if Vmax < ^amp.max- we
perform capacitor scaling operations to increase

such that the effects of FPA.\

circuit noise will be reduced. In this case, capacitor scaling operations are subject to
FPAA resource constraints. No CABs will be added in such scaling operations.

7.2

Macro-Cell Synthesis Procedure

.A,s discussed early, an important issue in macro-cell synthesis is to explore alternative
circuit structures for finding the optimal circuit implementation. Although graph
transformations have been developed in Chapter 6 for deriving new circuit structures
from existing implementations, we do not yet answer the question how to use these
graph transformations to systematically search the design space. Generally speaking,
s\-stematically searching the design space in analog synthesis is difficult due to the
large design space in analog design.

Previously, simulated annealing and genetic

algorithm have been used to explore analog design space. These approaches normally
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have the disadvantage of requiring significant computation. Fortunately, the size of
macro-cell circuits is small (normally consisting of several CABs). This allows us to
use the following procedure to explore alternative macro-cell structures.
.\s shown in Figure 7.7. set S is used to contain visited circuit solutions. Graph
transformations are performed on circuits contained in S to drive new circuit struc
tures. In line 3 of procedure macro.celLsynthesis, the most straightforward circuit
implementation (directly derived by the graph construction procedure) is added into
S. Starting from this initial solution, alternative circuit structures are visited by run
ning the loop procedure described by the code from line 4 to 16. In line 8. procedure
RefineGraph is performed to eliminate the violations of FP.A..A. hardware constraints.
It also reduces the usage of differentiation circuits to improve the accuracy of the
synthesized circuits. The code from line 10 to line 12 attempt to move fan-in edges
of virtual ground vertices closer to primarv- output vertices. Such operations are es
sential in reducing the number of C-\Bs in the generated circuits. In order to prevent
set S from becoming too large, we only keep the first M solutions in 5 after each
iteration. The solutions are sorted by a pre-defined cost function. In our current
implementation, we use the number of CABs as the cost function to order the so
lutions. In future, the cost function can also be extended to include other circuit
performance metrics. The practice of only keeping the first .V solutions is justified
by the observation that an optimal solution is normally derived from a sub-optimal
solution. This is due to the regularity of CAB circuit structures. .-Vs shown in line
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16, the optimization process is terminated when the first n solutions generated in two
consecutive iterations are identical. In our experiments, it shows good quality (in
terras of the number of CABs in the synthesized circuits) macro-cell circuits can be
quickly generated by the above procedure.
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macro-celLsynthesis ( sub-function F )

{
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

|5| = <2>;
/* set S contains possible solutions */
build BSFG Gim from F;
insert G,„, into S:
do
{
S' = S:
for each BSFG G in S
G' = RefineGraph{G):
assign capacitor values for G' and add G' into S:
for each fan-in edge e of a virtual ground vertex in G'
G" = ModifyGraph{e. G')
assign capacitor values for G" and add G" into S:
sort BSFGs in S such that graphs containing less nodes
are in the front of S;
keep the first N elements of S and discard the others:
}
while(the first n BSFGs in S are not identical to
their counterparts in S' ):
return the first BSFG in S:

}
RefineGraph( G )

{
1
2
3
4
5

if there are FPAA hardware constraint violations
perform edge migration transformation:
if G results in differentiation circuits
perform loop redirection transformation:
return the new graph;

}
ModifyGraph(e. G' )

{
1

try to migrate edge e to a virtual ground vertex which
is more close to primary output vertices than
e *5 original terminating vertex:
return the new graph

2

}
FIGURE 7.7. Macro-cell synthesis procedure.
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CHAPTER 8

FPAA PLACEMENT AND ROUTING
8.1

Introduction

The placement and routing for analog circuits are more complicated than that for
digital circuits. This is because many performance metrics of analog circuits, in
cluding noise, offset, and so on, can be affected by layout parasitics. The optimal
placement and routing solution of an analog circuit should have less match deficien
cies and smaller layout parasitics [75]. In general, placing and routing analog circuits
are treated i\s two problems and tackled by using different techniques. The place
ment problem is usually solved by using either knowledge-based approach [76] or
algorithm-based approach [77]. The knowledge-based approach places the layouts of
analog components by following pre-defined rules. It is normally used to generate low
level (device level) analog layouts. On the other hand, the algorithm-based approach
places analog layouts by adapting digital layout techniques to the analog problems.
To solve the analog routing problem, techniques including net-classification approach
[78, 43. 79], weight-driven approach [77], and constraint-driven approach [80. 81] have
been developed in previous studies. In the net-classification approach, interconnec
tions are classified into different classes depending on how sensitive the signals on the
interconnections can be affected by parasitic effects. Nets carrying sensitive signals
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are separated from noisy nets by routing them in different channels [78. 43]. Some
routing schemes belonging to this approach also minimize the lengths of sensitive nets
to keep their parasitics as small as possible [79]. Since the net-classification approach
over simplifies the impacts of parasitics, the routing results obtained by this approach
may not satisfy performance specifications [82]. To achieve better analog routing, the
weight-driven routing approach minimizes a cost function which is a weighted sum of
the parasitic effects on the routed interconnects. The weight for the parasitic effects
on a net is determined according to the sensitivity of the signal that is carried by the
net. With properly weight values, the weight-driven approach guarantees to find the
optimal routing solution. For large analog circuits, the performance of the weightdriven approach is relatively slow since a large number of possible routing solutions
have to be examined. In order to avoid this drawback, the constraint-driven approach
is proposed. In this method, analog performance specifications are translated into a
set of upper bounds for the parasitics on each net. The routing procedure finds a so
lution in which the parasitics on each net never exceed their upper bounds. Although
the constraint-driven approach is normally faster than the weight-driven approach,
deriving the upper bounds of interconnect parasitics can be difficult for many ana
log circuits. In addition, a routing solution obtained by using the constraint-driven
approach may not be the best routing solution [82].
Placing and routing FPAA circuits are slightly different from placing and routing
conventional analog circuits. FPAA components, such as operational amplifiers and
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capacitor banks, are pre-fabricated on FPAA chips. Therefore, match deficiencies
as well as device layout parasitics are not considered in FPAA placement. The per
formance of FPAA circuits is mainly affected by parasitics on FPAA interconnects.
As discussed in Chapter 3, FPAA interconnects consist of a large number of CMOS
switches, which contribute significant parasitic resistance and capacitance on FP.\A
signal paths. Since FP.-\.As are relatively new semiconductor devices, techniques for
FPAA placement and routing have not been well studied yet. Previously, an FP.A..\
routing procedure that uses the constrain-driven approach and genetic algorithm is
proposed in [31]. It assumes that the parasitic effects on an FP.A..^ signal path are
proportional to the number of switches and net-crossing associated with this path.
The constraints used in the FPAA routing process are given in terms of the mtiximum number of switches and net-crossing. However, wnthout detailed models of
FPAA interconnect parasitic effects, the derivation of such constraints from perfor
mance specifications would not be accurate. In addition, the method proposed in [31]
requires a cell library that contains the layouts of basic analog function blocks. De
veloping a such cell library is time consuming. Furthermore, the previous method
performs placement and routing separately. This decreases the overall efficiency of
FPAA placement and routing since many generated FPAA placement solutions may
not be routable.
In this chapter, we propose a procedure to simultaneously perform placement and
routing for FPAA circuits. This approach quickly eliminates un-routable placement
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solutions from the search space and, consequently, improves the placement and rout
ing efficiency. In addition, the proposed procedure can automatically generate the
layouts of macro-cell circuits, eliminating the need to develop cell libraries. In the pro
posed placement and routing procedure, the circuit performance degradation caused
by FPAA interconnect parasitic effects is estimated. The placement and routing so
lution that results in the least performance degradation is selected as the optimal
solution. In the rest of this chapter, we first describe techniques to estimate FPAA
circuit performance degradation. Following that, the proposed FP.-\A placement and
routing procedure is presented.

8.2

Parasitic Effects on FPAA Interconnects

The major parasitic effects on FPAA interconnects are parasitic resistance and capac
itance, which are mainly introduced by CMOS switches. .Although there exist other
interconnect parasitic effects, such as signal coupling and parasitic inductance, these
parasitics have less effects on circuit performance since FPAA circuits currently work
with low frequency signals (less than IMHz). Due to this reason, we consider only
the effects that are caused by parasitic resistance and capacitance in the following
discussion. Also, we approximate the distributed parasitic resistance and capacitance
by lumped resistors and capacitors as shown in Figure 8.1. In our experiments, it
is observed that interconnect parasitics on different type signal paths affect circuit
performance differently. In our analysis, we classify a signal path as either internal or
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external path. An internal signal path is a net that is terminated by a CAB. Mean

while. an external signal path is defined as a signal path ended at an output I/O cell.
The lumped parasitic components at internal and external signal paths are shown in
Figure 8.1.
FPAA

I/O
cell

J Rv:"

r'

R.

(a) Parasitic effects on an external signal path.

(b) Parasitic effects on an internal signal path.

FIGURE 8.1. The parasitics on FP.A.A. interconnects.

In this work, we primarily focus on the magnitude degradation on output signals.
This is because signal magnitude degradation is the most important performance
metrics in most FPAA applications. In addition, if other performance metrics are
needed to be considered, the degradation of the other performance metrics can be
calculated similarly. For a given FPAA circuit that is represented by the network
shown in Figure 8.2, the performance degradation on output signal magnitudes is
defined as:
V-id _

Wi

yobs

-id

(8.1)
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where.

and

are the ideal and observed voltages at output I. In addition,

L is the total number of the outputs in the FPAA circuit. The weight wi is a user
specified parameter that indicates the relative importance of output I with respect to
the performance degradation. The above equation gives the cost function used in the
FPAA placement and routing process. Techniques to estimate the value of the cost
function are described in the following sub-sections.
Inpuc

CAB
Oucpuc

L. Oupucs

I incernal signal paths

FIGURE 8.2. Graph model of FPAA interconnect networks.

8.2.1

Parasitic Effects on External Signal Paths

The parasitic resistance on an external signal path increeises the output resistance of
the FPAA output port. Considering this effect, the output resistance of an FPAA
output can be expressed as:

Ho — ^3

^ ^ ^local

^ ^global

(^'2)

where. Rg is the output resistance of the operational amplifier in the CAB cell that
drives the FPAA output port (see Figure 8.1). n and m are the number of local
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interconnects and global buses used in the external signal path. Riocai and Rgiobai are
the parasitic resistance associated with a local interconnect and a global bus. If the
FPAA output port drives a resistive load /?£,, the output voltage,
/?£., is smaller than the output of the CAB.
resistance and
and

AR

observed by

This is because the parasitic

constitute a voltage divider circuit. The relation between

is expressed as;
^-obs

_

^-CAB
R^ + n X ^[ocal + ^ ^ ^global

=
where.

7

(8.3)

is defined ixs output attenuation factor and its value is calculated by:

R^ -r n X ^local

^
^ ^ ^global ^

/g

Since global buses on the FPAA chip are longer and contain more switches than
local interconnects, the parasitic resistance of a global bus is much larger than that of
a local interconnect. Thus, the use of global buses on external signal paths may result
in severe signal attenuation when an FPAA device is used to drive a small resistive
load. For example. Figure 8.3 shows the measured outputs of a low-pass filter circuit
with different routing schemes for its external sign£d path. In this experiment, the
FPAA output is connected to a network analyzer which is equivalent to a 50f2 resistive
load. The mejisurement results clearly indicate that the magnitude of FPAA output
signals can be significantly reduced by the use of global buses on external signal paths.
Although the parasitic capacitance on external signal paths can be also dramatically
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increased by the use of global buses, the increased parasitic capacitance has little
impact on output signals because the signal frequency is relatively low in current
FPAA applications.
• •• T

" '- '

—

vV

\ \
N ^

Input signal magnitude

0.134 V

Theoretical filter output
' -

\ \

\y
V Y
\\

RIter implementation without
using global buses

\i
* \

RIter implementation with
using 2 global buses

\

\

RIter implementation with
using 4 glot>al buses

lO'

to'

to*

10*

lo'

Input Signal Frequency

FIGURE 8.3. The measured output of a filter circuit.

8.2.2

Parasitic Effects on Internal Signal Paths

The parasitic resistance and capacitance on internal signal paths affect the amount
of charge transferred to capacitors in FPAA circuits during each charge cycle. Con
sidering the circuit shown in Figure 8.1(b), one of the worst cases for charge transfer
occurs when switches swl, sw2, and sw3 turn on during the same clock phase. The
equivalent circuit for this scenario is shown in Figure 8.4. The operational amplifier in
the CAB on the left side of Figure 8.1 (b) is replaced by a voltage source with output
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VQ in the equivalent circuit. In addition, Rsw2 represents the on-resistance of switch
sw'2 and 12 is the voltage across C4 at the end of a charging cycle. At the beginning
of the charge cycle, the voltage across C4 is 0 and the voltage across capacitor C g
is VQ, which is the output voltage of the operational amplifier in the previous charge
cycle. The process of charging C,\ can be viewed as consisting of two separate phases.
First, the charge stored in CG is redistributed between CG and C,\. Since the value
of RS\V2 X C.\ is much smaller than the clock cycle T [15], the charge redistribution
is completed quickly and the voltage across C_\ is charged to an intermediate voltage
I'/, which is given by:

In the second step, the voltage source VQ charges capacitor C.\ to reach voltage
The value of Vo is:

V2 = v;' + (V'o - v;') X (1 +

^
Pi — Pi

+ _£L_e^^)
P2 — P\

(8.6)

where
Pi.2 —

6 ± \/62 - 4c

(8-0

b = R X. Cg + ^ X C_4 + Rawi ^ C ( 8 - 8 )
c = R x Rsui2 X Cg X C,\

(8.9)

Because of the parasitic effects, V2 will be smaller than V' q. which is the ideal
voltage across C4. The reduced voltage across capacitor C4 results in less charge
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FIGURE 8.4. The equivalent circuit for charge transfer.

transferred to capacitor C4. This is equivalent to replacing C_\ with a smaller capaci
tor

and ignoring interconnect parasitics. Based on this observation, we introduce

a new parameter a. capacitor attenuation factor, to model the impact of interconnect
parasitics on internal signal paths. The capacitor attenuation factor a is defined as
the ratio of

over C,\. Since the charge stored in capacitor Ca is equal to the charge

stored in C..v, we have the relation:
C.t X To =

X i;

(8.10)

Rearranging Equation 8.10. a can be expressed as
a = ^= ^

(8-11)

Substituting Equations 8.5 and 8.6 into Equation8.11 and using the relation Vo =
10 +

~ VQ, a can be estimated by:

Ca
f
P2
-rxpi
Pi
zlJtE2.\
a sss 1 + —
— X I
e 2 H
e 2
)
(-•G+(-'A
\Pi ~ P2
P2. — Pi
/
The approximation of VQ

(8.12)

VQ is valid because the charging clock frequency (^) in

FPAA circuits is at least 10 times higher than the signal frequency. For a sine wave
signal, AV" is approximately equal to 30% of the signal magnitude in the worst case.
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By introducing the capacitor attenuation parameter a. the parasitic effects on
internal signal paths are modeled by capacitor attenuation. In order to estimate the
circuit performance degradation caused by the parasitics on an internal signal path i,
the capacitor which is charged or discharged through signal path i is attenuated by a
factor of a in circuit analysis. In order to verify the validity of this estimation method,
experiments have been conducted to compare PSPICE simulation results with data
estimated by the proposed method. Figure 8.5 and 8.6 show the comparison for a
low-pass filter and a high-pass filter, respectively. Each filter circuit is implemented
by SC circuits and interconnect resistance and capacitance are intentionally added to
one of its signal paths as shown in Figure 8.1. .After o is calculated using Equation
8.12. the transfer function of each SC circuit is re-derived with using the reduced
capacitor value. The re-derived circuit transfer functions are represented by dash
lines in the two figures. Meanwhile, the PSPICE simulation results are indicated by
stars in the figures. The experiment results show that the estimated circuit outputs
fit ver\- well with the results of PSPICE simulation.

8.2.3

Estimation of Performance Degradation

For a given SC circuit, we use
the nature of SC circuits,

to denote the ideal voltage signal at output 1. By
is a function of capacitors which can reach output I
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FIGURE 8.5. The estimated output of a low-pass filter circuit.
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FIGURE 8.6. The estimated output of a high-pass filter circuit.
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through circuit interconnections.
(8.13)

= /i(Ci,C2 —,Cfc)

To account for parasitic effects on internal signal paths, capacitor values in Equa
tion 8.13 can be replaced by their attenuated values as discussed in Section 8.2.2.
Thus, with considering parasitic effects on internal signal paths, the output signal
which appears at the CAB output I can be estimated by:
(8.14)
where.
c',=a,-cj

{l<j<k)

(8.15)

Q.J is the capacitor attenuation factor for the internal signal path that drives capacitor
Cj. Since // is continuous and differentiable. we approximate
% /,(Ci,C2....Cfc) +^

as:

dh

(8.16)

J=l

Now^ if we include the parasitic effects on the external signal path associated with
output I, we have
V-ote

=
(8.17)
j=l

Substituting the above equation into the definition of performance degradation P, we
obtain;
JL
V =^wi 1
/=i

^ rtf.

n.
^3

I

1\

(8-18)
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This gives the expression to estimate the performance degradation for a given FPAA
placement and routing solution. Note that

^ is the sensitivity (denoted by 5^')

of output signal 1] with regard to capacitor cj. Thus, we also write Equation 8.18 in
the following format:

(8.19)

In the above equation. wi is selected by FPA.\ users,

can be calculated from

circuit schematics. Once an FPAA placement and routing solution is reached, the
values of 7/ and aj can be determined accordingly. With knowing these parameters,
the FP.\A circuit performance degradation (the cost function in FPAA placement
and routing) can be estimated by using the above equation.

8.3

Placement and Routing Procedure

The objective of FP.'VA placement and routing is to map the synthesized analog cir
cuits onto the FPAA chip with minimized parasitic effects. The sv*nthesized FP.-\,A
circuits are partitioned into macro-cells in circuit synthesis phase. The implementa
tion of a macro-cell, as shown in Figure 8.7. may take several CABs. .A.s a result, there
may exist different patterns to map a macro-cell onto CABs. In the following descrip
tion, the mapping pattern is referred to as the layout of the macro-cell. For example.
Figure 8.8 shows two possible layouts of a macro-cell that takes three CABs. As
discussed in Chapter 3, FPAA routing solutions are restricted by both macro-cell lay
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outs and FPAA placement solutions. Consequently, some FPAA placement schemes
may not have feasible routing solutions. In order to eliminate un-routable placement
solutions from the search space as early as possible, it is preferred to perform FPAA
placement and routing simultaneously.
macro-cell
macrocell

macro-

cell

P

macro
cell

_r

I

sub-block (CAB)
(a) An FPAA circuic

sub-block (CAB)

(b) A macro-cell structure

FIGURE 8.7. The partition of FP.A,A circuits.

••S

•• S

•••

•••

shape 1

shape

FIGURE 8.8. Possible macro-cell lavouts.

In the proposed procedure, macro-cells are further partitioned into sub-blocks
such that each sub-block occupies only one CAB. The layouts of macro-cells as well
£is the overall placement solution are generated by implicitly examining all possible
solutions. The steps to simultaneously perform FPAA placement and routing are
described in Figure 8.9. During the placement and routing process, once a sub-block
is placed, routing is performed to connect this sub-block to other placed cells. A
new sub-block is to be placed only after all the interconnections between placed sub-
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blocks are routed. This makes it possible to eliminate un-routable placement solutions
from the search process as early as possible. To further improve searching efficiency,
branch-and-bound technique is used to implicitly examine the search space. At the
beginning the procedure, the upper bound is assigned to infinity. Once a placement
and routing solution is reached, its associated cost (the performance degradation
caused by interconnect parasitics) can be calculated by using Equation 8.19. If the
new cost is smaller than the current upper bound, the new cost is kept as the new
upper bound. In the search process, the lower bound of a search branch is calculated
by using Equation 8.19 with the assumption that all un-routed signal paths will be
implemented by local interconnects.
noc CO place sxib-block
to CAB 3
^

^ tup incerconne
block L ro inc
^ resource k

FIGURE 8.9. Branch-and-bound search tree.

The pseudo codes of the proposed placement and routing procedure are shown in
Figure 8.10, 8.11, and 8.12. The main procedure is called P.&-R. Its input is a netlist
generated from the macro-cell synthesis subroutine. Since the target FPAA chip has
only 20 CABs. there is no feasible solution existing if the netlist contains more than
20 sub-blocks. In line 6 of Figure 8.10, the upper bound (denoted by Copt) is assigned
to infinity. The value of the upper bound will be updated to a small value if feasible
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placement and routing solutions are reached. Otherwise, it will remain infinity at
the end of the search procedure. In procedure place, we tr\' to place a sub-block
onto every possible CAB. Once the sub-block is placed, we put all the interconnects
between the sub-block and other placed sub-blocks into set 9. The procedure route
takes 6 as its input. It examines every possible routing path for each signal path in
6. Once a selection is made, the lower bound for this search branch is calculated to
determine if further search should be proceeded with this search branch.
netlist U )

{
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

for each sub-block s € AT
add s to set o:
if |o| > 20
no solution exist: break:
else
Copt —
.
placebo):
if Copt <
report solution:
else
no solutions exist:

}
FIGURE 8.10. The proposed placement and routing procedure.

8.4

Discussion

In this chapter, we proposed a method to estimate the performance degradation
caused by routing analog circuits onto FPAA chips. This method is valid for FP.\As
that are designed by using switched-capacitor (SC) circuits. For this type FPAA
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place{o)

{
if l<p| = 0
2
calculate the cost function C of the current solution:
3
\iC<Capt
4
store current solution as the current optimal solution:
5
Copt — C:
6
else
7
remove a sub-block s from <jj;
8
for {k = 0; k < 20; k + +)
9
if CAB[k\ is not taken
10
place s onto C-4B[Ar];
11
let 9 = {I\I is an interconnect between
s and a placed sub-block):
12
rcnite{9.0)

1

}

FIGURE 8.11. The placement procedure.

route{9. 0)

{
if \9\ = 0
place{<t>);
else
remove an interconnect I from 9:
for every possible routing of I
connect I: calculate lower bound Cc-Bi
if
< Copt
route{9. <t>);

1
2
3
4
5
6
^
8

}
FIGURE 8.12. The routing procedure.
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devices, we introduced a new parameter called capacitor attenuation factor to model
the parasitic effects on internal signal paths. For each FP.A.A interconnect resource,
FPAA manufacturers determine the value of capacitor attenuation factor from FPAA
layout data and measurement results. With provided capacitor attenuation factors
and calculated circuit sensitivities, FPAA users will be able to estimate the circuit
performance degradation caused by FPAA interconnect parasitics.
Unfortunately, the technology parameters and the layout of the MP.\A chip are
not yet available to us. Thus, we are currently not able to use the proposed perfor
mance estimation techniques in the current implementation of the FP.\A placement
and routing procedure. As an alternative, we are using a relatively simple method
to predict the FP.\A performance degradation in the current version of the FP.A.A
placement and routing program. Once the technolog>' parameters become available
to us, the proposed estimation method can be easily integrated in to the placement
and routing program.

!3i X Ugb

COST{I) = <

X Ugb
i3z X Ugb

if / is an internal signal path
within a macro-cell
if / is an internal signal path
between macro-cells
if /is an external signal path

(8.20)

The current method for calculating the cost associated with an FPAA placement and
routing solution is described in Equation 8.20. In the equation, Ugf, is the number of
global buses used in the signal path I: 3i,

and

are the costs associated with
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the use of global buses on different types of signal paths. The values of Ji, 82. and
3^ are assigned according to the following facts. If the FP.AA's load has small input
resistance, performance degradation caused by global buses on external signal paths
is larger than that caused by global buses on internal signal paths. Experiments also
indicate that using global buses to transport signals within macro-cells has larger
impacts on circuit performance than using global buses to connect signals between
macro-cells. Since local interconnects are the interconnect resources that result in
the least performance degradation, we assign the cost associated with using local
interconnects to 0. Note that we do not distinguish local interconnects due to the
lack of knowledge about the MPAA layout.

Input signal magnitude 0.224 V

—
O

-50

-too

Theoretical filter output
The output of the Filter
implementation generated
by the proposed procedure
Outputs of other filter
implementations

-150

Input Signal Frequency

FIGURE 8.13. Measured band-pass filter outputs.

In our experiment setup, we assign 3i = 100, ,^2 = 10, and 83 = 200. The reason
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to assign ^3 the largest value is that in our experiment the FPAA output is connected
to a network analyzer which has small input resistance (500). This assignment works
well for small circuits in which critical signal paths can always be routed via local
interconnects. For example. Figure 8.13 shows an filter implementation generated by
our program outperforms other randomly generated implementations for the same
filter circuits. The running time of the proposed procedure is fast mainly because of
the small size of the FPAA chip. In our experiments, the procedure generates the
layouts of analog circuits containing more than 10 sub-blocks in minutes for most
test cases. Since the FP.A.A chip is ver\- unlikely to contains large number of C.A.Bs
(because of the constraints of silicon area and application demands), the method of
implicit enumeration is very practical.
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CHAPTER 9

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

An FPAA synthesis tool has been developed by using the techniques discussed in
the previous chapters. To demonstrate the validity of the FPAA synthesis tool, a
number of FPAA circuits are synthesized in this chapter. The synthesized FPAA
circuits range from circuits that contain single CAB (first-order low-pass and highpass filters) to those consisting of 20 CAB cells, which are the largest circuits that
can be implemented on the MPAA chip. The generated circuits are downloaded into
the MPAA chip and measured by an Agilent 4395A Network Analyzer. As expected,
the mecisured circuit responses closely follow the behavioral function descriptions. In
the following discussion, we present five sets of our experiments. In the first exper
iment. various biquad filters are synthesized and measured. The second experiment
synthesizes a general second-order transfer function. In the third experiment, several
eighth-order filters are synthesized. In the fourth and fifth experiments, a 12th-order
band-pass filter and a double-pjiss-band filter are synthesized. In addition to these
experiments, we also s\-nthesized several first-order filter
ity of such circuits, the synthesized first-order filter

circuits. Due to the simplic

circuits will not be discussed in

this chapter. The measurement results of such circuits are included in Appendix B.
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9.1

Example I: Biquad Filter Circuits

In the first experiment, four types of biquad filters (low-pass, high-pass, band-pass,
and band-stop) are synthesized. The transfer functions of the biquad filters are de
scribed as the following:

H BSF { S )

,
,2 + =^.s +

,Jo

(9-'>

in the above equations, /„ and Q are referred to as the filter comer frequency and pole
quality factor. In the first part of this experiment, we assign Q to 1 for all the biquad
functions. In addition, the comer frequency /<, of the high-pass filter function (Equa
tion 9.2) is randomly selected to be lOKHz. The comer frequencies of the other filter
functions are assigned to 20KHz. The synthesized circuits are shown in Figure 9.1. It
shows that each biquad filter consists of two CAB cells, which is the minimum area
implementation (in terms of the number of C.A.Bs) for the given MPAA architecture.
Although there exist biquad filter circuits which require only single amplifier, such
circuit stmctures [33] have complicated interconnect schemes that can not be costeffectively realized on the MPAA chip. After the filter circuits are generated by the
macro-cell synthesis subroutine, the placement and routing subroutine is applied to
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generate the FPAA layouts. The obtained FPAA circuits are downloaded into the
MPAA chip through Motorola EasyAnalog^''^ software [18]. The measured filter out
puts are shown in Figure 9.2. For comparison purposes, the ideal filter outputs are
also plotted in Figure 9.2. In this chapter and Appendix B, we always use dash lines
to represent measurement results. In addition, we use solid lines to indicate ideal
circuit responses. From Figure 9.2, it is clearly seen that the measurement results are
fairly close to the ideal filter transfer functions.

(a) biquad low-pass filter

(c) biquad band-pass filter

(b) biquad high-pass filter

(d) biquad band-stop filter

FIGURE 9.1. Synthesized biquad filter circuits.

Since high-order FPAA filter circuits are constructed by cascading second or first
order filter circuits, we are interested to examine the performance of the synthesized
biquad circuits when they are cascaded. For this purpose, we cascaded each synthe
sized biquad circuits to realize 10th and 20th order filters.

The high-order FPAA

filter circuits are automatically generated by the synthesis tool and downloaded into
the MPAA chip. The measured filter outputs (see Appendix B) indicate that the

(a) biquad low-pass filter

(b) biquad high-pass filter

(c) biquad band-pass filter

(d) biquad band-stop filter

FIGURE 9.2. Measured biquad filter outputs.
synthesized low-pass (LPF), high-pass (HPF), and band-pass (BPF) biquad filters
can be cascaded up to 10 stages, corresponding to 20th-order filter functions (which
are the largest achievable circuits on the MPAA chip). However, for the 20th-order
band-stop filter (BSF) circuit, there are large variations between the measured and
ideal filter outputs. This performance degradation is partly due to the fact that the
biquad BSF has relatively complex interconnect schemes (see Figure 9.1(d)). There
fore, more FPAA interconnects are used in the 20th-order BSF circuit, making its
output signal more susceptible to be disturbed by the pareisitic effects on the FPAA
interconnect resources.
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In Table 9.1, the corner frequencies of the synthesized filters are compared with
specification values. It shows that the differences between specifications and mea
surement results are under b% (except the 20th-order BSF circuit). This error range
is small enough for the most applications (such as audio signal processing, control
applications, etc) on which the FPAA chip is targeted. The comparison between mea
sured and specified filter Q factors is shown in Table 9.2. For LPF, HPF. and BPF
circuits, the variations between the measured and specified Q factors are within 6%.
However, the measured Q factors of BSF circuits exhibit relatively large variations
from the specifications. The large variations may also be justified by the fact that
BSF circuits are more vulnerable to FPAA parasitic effects. Since the behavior of
filter circuits is often analyzed by using their pole and zero positions. In Table 9.3
and 9.4. we calculated the variations between the specified and measured pole and
zero positions (note that the poles and zeros of the lOf/i and 20th order filter functions
in the tables are oth and lOth order poles and zeros, respectively). The variations
on filter pole and zero positions are also within 5%, indicating that the synthesized
biquad filters are fairly accurate. Generally speaking, there are two major factors
that may cause the differences between the specifications and measurement results.
First, the available capacitor values on the FPAA chip are discrete values. Therefore,
the calculated capacitor \-alues have to be rounded to their closest discrete values in
FPAA sv-nthesis. In the macro-cell synthesis sub-routine, we always tr\- to use the
largest possible capacitor values to minimize the round-off errors. Second, the para

sitic effects on FPAA chips also can cause the inaccuracies on the synthesized circuits.
As discussed in Chapter 8. FPAA parasitic effects are minimized in the placement
and routing process.
Filter Circuits
2nd-order LPF
lOth-order LPF
20th-order LPF
2nd-order HPF
lOth-order HPF
20th-order HPF
2nd-order BPF
lOth-order BPF
20th-order BPF
2nd-order BSF
lOth-order BSF
20th-order BSF

Corner Frequency fo
Specifications Measurements
•IQlQQHz
20000//2
20000/f2
19500/f2
20000//2
19500//2
lOOOO/fs
9500
10000//2
9800//2
10000//C
9700//2
20G00//2
21000/fr
20000//^2
19300 Hz
20000/f2
19300Hz
20000
i9900Hz
20000//2
21000Hz
20000/f2
—

Errors
3.5%
2.5%
2.5%
5.0%
2.0%
3.0%
5.0%
3.5%
3.5%
0.5%
5.0%
—

TABLE 9.1. The corner frequencies of the synthesized FPAA filters.
In real applications, biquad filters with various Q and Jo values may be required.
Therefore, it is also interesting to see what are the ranges of Q and /„ that can
be handled by the FPAA synthesis tool. In this experiment, w^e demonstrate that
biquad functions with a wide range of Q and fo values can be synthesized by the
FPAA synthesis tool. First, we fix all the corner frequencies at 20KHz and var\the Q factors for Equations 9.1, 9.2, 9.3, and 9.4.

A biquad function is said to

realized by the synthesized FPAA circuit if the variations between the specified and
measured Q and fo are within 10%. The obtained ranges for Q factors are listed in
Table 9.5. Similarly, the feasible ranges for the comer frequencies of biquad filters
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F ilter Circuits
2nd-order LPF
lOth-order LPF
20th-order LPF
2nd-order HPF
lOth-order HPF
20th-order HPF
2nd-order BPF
lOth-order BPF
20th-order BPF
2nd-order BSF
lOth-order BSF
20th-order BSF

Q factor
Specifications Measurements
1.01
1
1.04
I
1.05
1
0.94
1
1.02
I
1
1
1.04
1
1.02
I
1
1
1.09
1
0.92
1
1
—

Errors
1.0%
4.0%
5.0%
6.0%
2.0%
0.0%
4.0%
2.0%
0.0%
9.0%
8.0%
—

TABLE 9.2. The Q factors of the synthesized FPA.A. filters.
are obtained by fixing Q factors at 1. The obtained minimum comer frequencies
are listed in Table 9.6. Our experiment shows that the maximum corner frequencies
can easily reach lOOKHz. which is the maximum signal frequency of the MP.A.A chip.
The feasible ranges of Q and /„ are mainly restricted by the available capacitance
resources on the FPAA chip. Significant small or large Q (or /„) values normally
result in extreme capacitor ratios. The minimum and maximum achievable capacitor
ratios are determined by the available capacitance resources on the FPAA chip. In
order to achieve large feasible ranges of Q and /„. more capacitor resources should be
added onto the FPAA chip. Additionally, the feasible rajiges of Q and /„ can also be
improved by using sophisticated synthesis program to eflBciently utilize the available
capacitance resources on the FPAA chip.
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Filter Circuits
2nd-order LPF
lOth-order LPF
20th-order LPF
2nd-order HPF
lOth-order HPF
20th-order HPF
2nd-order BPF
lOth-order BPF
20th-order BPF
2nd-order BSF
lOth-order BSF
20th-order BSF

Filter
Specifications
-62832 ± j • 108830
-62832 ± j • 108830
-62832 ± j • 108830
-31416
-54414
-31416
• 54414
-31416±J -54414
-62832 ± j • 108830
-62832 ± j • 108830
-62832 ±j • 108830
-62832 ± j • 108830
-62832 ±j • 108830
-62832 ± j • 108830

Pole Positions
Measurements
-64387 ± j • 113010
-58905 ± j • 107430
-58343
• 107740
—31750 ± j • 50546
-30184 ± j • 53670
-30473 ± j • 52782
-63436 ±i • 115700
-59444 ±j • 105700
-60633 ±j • 105020
-57356
- 111100
-71710 ± j • 110760

Errors
3.5%
2.5%
2.5%
5.0%
2.0%
3.0%
4.0%
3.5%
3.5%
0.5%
5.0%

—

—

TABLE 9.3. Pole positions of the synthesized FPAA filters.

9.2

Example II: A General Second-Order FPAA Circuit

In the previous example, the numerators of the specified transfer functions have only
one or two terms. In this experiment, a second-order transfer function, whose numer
ator and denominator both have three terms as shown in Equation 9.5, is synthesized.
Because of the additional terms, the synthesized FPAA circuit, shown in Figure 9.-3.
is more complicated than the biquad filter circuits. Consequently, it results in a rel
atively complex FPAA layout. As shown in Figure 9.4(a). a global bus heis to be
used in the FPAA implementation. The measured FPAA output is compared with
the ideal function output in Figure 9.4(b). The variations between measured and
specified pole and zero positions are listed in Table 9.7. The measurement results in
dicate that this second-order transfer function is fairly accurately implemented by the
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Filter Circuits
2nd-order LPF
lOth-order LPF
20th-order LPF
2nd-order HPF
lOth-order HPF
20th-order HPF
2nd-order BPF
lOth-order BPF
20th-order BPF
2nd-order BSF
lOth-order BSF
20th-order BSF

Filter Zero Positions
Specifications Measurements

Errors

CX5, OC

OC. OO

—

CX3, OO

OC. OO

—

OO, OC

•OO, OO

—

0, 0
0, 0
0, 0
0, OO
0, OO
0, OO
±j •125660
±j •125660
±j •125660

0. 0
0. 0
0, 0
0, OO
0, OC
0. OO
±j •125040
±j •131950

—

—

—

-

—

—

0.5%
5.0%
—

TABLE 9.4. Zero positions of the synthesized FP.\.\ filters.
Filter Type
low-pass biquad filter
high-pass biquad filter
band-pass biquad filter
band-stop biquad filter

Qmtn

Qrnax

0.05
0.20
0.10
0.10

15
20
18
5

TABLE 9.5. The achievable Q factors of FPAA biquad filters (/„ = ' 2 0 K H z ) .

svTithesized FP.\A circuit. Through this and the previous experiments, we demon
strated that any form of second-order transfer functions can be synthesized by the
FP.A.A synthesis tool.

^

_ S" -I- 1-257 X 10^ • s + 3.948 x 10®
~ S^-\- 1.257 X 105 . .5 I_579 ^ LO^O
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Filter Type
low-pass biquad filter
high-pass biquad filter
band-pass biquad filter
band-stop biquad filter

Minimum Comer Frequency
lOOOHz
2000Hz
2500Hz
2500Hz

TABLE 9.6. The minimum corner frequencies of FPAA biquad filters {Q = 1).

510
X

X

X

X

J

iio
-HID

^

- •

25^
Hh-

JP

FIGURE 9.3. Synthesized FPAA circuit for Equation 9.5.

9.3

Experiment III: Eighth-Order Filter Circuits

In this experiment, we synthesize a set of eighth-order filter circuits, including a
Butterworth low-pass filter (/„ = 20KHz). a Butterworth high-pass filter (/„ =

20KHz). a Chebyshev low-pass filter (/„ = 30KHz, e = 0.15262). and a Chebyshev
high-pass filter (/„ = lOKHz. e = 0.15262). The general forms of the low-pass
and high-pass filter transfer functions are given by Equation 9.6 and 9.7. respectively.
The coefficients of the transfer functions, which are used in this experiment, are listed
in Table 9.8. In the synthesis process, each filter function is first decomposed into
four second-order sub-functions. The circuit implementations of the sub-functions
are generated by the macro-cell sjTithesis subroutine. Finally, the generated circuits
are automatically mapped onto the FPAA chip. In Figure 9.5, the measured filter
outputs (dash lines) are compared with ideal filter outputs (solid lines). Also, the
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(b) mecisured FPAA output

(a) synthesized FPAA circuit

FIGURE 9.4. Implementation of the transfer function in Equation 9.5.
Specifications
-62832 ± j • 108830
-62832. -62832

Pole Positions
Zero Positions

Measurements
-65659± 113730
-63460, -6.3460

Errors
4.5%
1.0%

T.\BLE 9.7. The pole and zero positions of the transfer function in Equation 9.5.
measured filter 3dB cut-off frequencies are compared with specifications in Table 9.9.
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Example IV: A 12th-Order Band-Pass Filter Circuit

In this experiment, a I2th-order band-pass filter circuit is sjTithesized. The transfer
function of the filter is shown in Equation 9.8. Because it is a high-order function.
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Filter
coefficients
67
^6
65
64
63

bo
bi
bo

Butterworth
LPF
6.44130 X 10^
2.07452 X lO'i
4.33515 X 10^®
6.40584 X 10-1
6.84580 X 10-®
5.17318 X 10^1
2.53649 X 10^«
6.21840 X lO-*"

Butterworth
HPF
6.44130 X 10^
2.07452 X 10^1
4.33515 X 10^®
6.40584 X lO-^i
6.84580 X 10-®
5.17318 X 10^'
2.53649 X 10^®
6.21840 X lO-*"

Chebyshev
LPF
3.16868 X 10=
1.21265 X lO'i
2.38751 X 10'®
4.31565 X 10-'
5.13834 X 10^®
4.78450 X 10^'
2.76010 X 10^®
8.25382 X lO-*"

Chebyshev
HPF
3.96050 X 10^
8.13100 X 10'"
1.03420 X 10'®
1.02880 X 10-'
6.74050 X 10^^
4.05480 X 10^"
1.25480 X 10^^
4.69020 X 10^^

TABLE 9.8. The coefficients of the 8th-order filter functions.
Filter Type
8th-order Butterworth LPF
8th-order Butterworth HPF
8th-order Chebyshev LPF
8th-order Chebyshev HPF

Specifications
20000
20000
30000
10000

Measurements
21024
20082
29087
9195

Errors
5%
1%
3%
8%

TABLE 9.9. The 3dB cut-ofF frequencies of the synthesized filters.

the cascaded circuit implementation is used to realize the original function as shown
in Figure 9.6. Each sub-function in Figure 9.6 is a second-order filter function. The
circuits of the sub-functions (macro-cells) are synthesized by the macro-cell synthesis
subroutine. The overall FPAA layout is generated by running the placement and
routing subroutine. Figure 9.7 shows the measured and ideal filter transfer functions.
The 3dB filter pass-band is measured in this experiment. In Table 9.10, the measured
pass-band is compared with the pass-band of the ideal filter function. The ideal passband is obtained by simulating the transfer function with FSPICE. In Table 9.10.
flow and fhigh are the starting and stopping frequencies of the 3dB pass-band. In this
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h

(a) 8th-order Butterworth
low-pass filter

(b) Sth-order Butterworth
high-pass filter

8

I

(c) 8th-order Chebyshev
low-pass filter

(d) Sth-order Chebyshev^
high-pass filter

FIGURE 9.5. Measured output of the synthesized Sth-order filter circuits,
experiment, the measurement results also closely fit in the specifications.

D{s)

(9-8)

where.
iV(s) = 4.47 X 10^^ • s®

(9.9)
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D { s ) = 6-'-+ 7.52 X 10^-s"+3.42 X 10''-5'° +1.02 X 10^' + 2.24 X 10-^ • s® + 3.66 x 10^' • s' + 4.60 x 10^" • s®
+ 4.34

X

10^" -

+ 3.15

X

lO '" •

+ 6.74

X

10^' • s- + 1.75

X

10^® • s + 2.76 x 10®°

Vin

-[LPFI

^P^-—^PF|

"[HPFI

+ 1.69

-[HPFI

x

lO'"

-[HPFI

•

(9.10)

Vouc

FIGURE 9.6. The cascaded implementation of the band-pass filter.

mptf $i9«t FfvqMner

FIGURE 9.7. Measured output of the band-pass filter.

3dB Pass Band
flow
fhigh

Specifications
16320
10950
27270

Measurements
16478
10633
27110

Errors
1-0%
2.9%
0.6%

TABLE 9.10. The 3dB pass-band of the band-pass filter.
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9.5

Example V: A Double Pass-Band Filter Circuit

In the fifth experiment, a filter circuit with double pass-bands is synthesized. The
behavior of the double pass-band filter is described by V'HDL-.A.MS language as shown
in Figure 9.8. The block diagram of the synthesized filter circuit is given in Figure 9.9.
Figure 9.10 compares the measured and ideal filter outputs. In Table 9.11, we shows
the comparisons between the measured and ideal 3dB pass-bands. It is observed that
the implementation errors associated with the second pass-band is relatively larger
than that of the first pass-band. This is partly due to the measurement setup. In our
experiments, we sweep the input signal frequency in a logarithmic manner (201 data
points are measured within the signal frequency from lOOHz to lOOKHz). With this
experiment setup, the incremental frequency step (A/) between two consecutive data
points is relatively small at low frequency ranges. However, at high frequency ranges,
the A/ is relatively large. For example, around signal frequency fiowi (3927Hz) the
A/ is close to 126Hz. However, around signal frequency fhigh2 (ol630Hz) the A/
is almost 1768Hz. The large incremental frequency steps degrade the accuracy of
measurement and potentially cause the large observed errors for the second passband. Another factor that may cause this phenomenon is the parasitic capacitance
on the FP.A.A chip. Normally, the parasitic capacitance has relatively larger impacts
on circuit performance at higher frequency ranges. Despite the relatively large errors
associated with the second pass-band, the synthesized FPAA circuit fairly accurately
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realizes the given filter function.
entity bandpass2 is
port (quantity Vin.in REAL);
port(quantity Vout:out REAL):
end entity bandpass2
architecture behavior of bandpass2 is
quantity Ui, Vo,
V4, t'5, t'e :real:
begin
Ul = -.3.14 X 10"* *Vin'integ —3.14 x lO"* *Vi 'integ
'integ'integ:
—9.87 X 10®
L'2 = -3.14 X 10"* *Vi 'integ —3.14 x lO"* *V2 'integ
-9.87 X 10^ *V2 'integ 'integ:
=
-3.14 X lO**
'integ —3.14 x ID"* *V3 'integ
-9.87 X 10® *V2 'integ'integ;
ft = -2.51 X 10^ *Vin'integ —2.51 x 10^*l'.j 'integ
-6.32 X 10'° *i;.i 'integ 'integ;
c- = —2.51 X 10"^ *6-4 'integ —2.51 x lO'' *1*5 'integ
'integ 'integ;
-6.32 X 10'°
*vry'integ —2.51 x lO^^t's mfej/
^'6 — -2.51 X
-6.32 X 10'° *t'6 'integ'integ:
Vout = —1'3 end architecture

FIGURE 9.8. V'HDL-AMS description of a double pass-band filter.

9.6

Discussion

In this chapter, various filter circuits are s>-nthesized by using the developed FPAA
synthesis tool.

Measurement results indicate that the synthesized FPAA circuits

are fairly accurate. This demonstrates the validity of the proposed FPAA synthesis
techniques.

The fact of selecting filter circuits in our experiments is due to the

following reasons. First, all linear active circuits can be thought as some kinds of
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BPF

BPF

BPF

BPF

BPF

BPF

FIGURE 9.9. The block diagram of the double pass-band filter.

8

I

I

FIGURE 9.10. Measured output of the double pass-band filter.
filters.

Meanwhile, other linear active circuits also consist of the same primitive

analog functions (such as summation, integration, and so on) as filter circuits. The
success of synthesizing filter circuits implies that other linear active circuits can also
be accurately synthesized by the FPAA synthesis tool. In addition, the future role of
FPAAs is to be integrated with FPGAs and function as signal conditioning circuits.
Therefore, the majority of circuits that FPAAs will implement are filters. That's why
our experiments focus on filter circuits in this chapter.
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First .3dB Pass-Band
flow I
fhigh I

Second 3dB Pass-Band
flow'2
fhigh2

Specifications
2558
.3927
6485
20370
31260
51630

Measurements
2535
4043
6578
18925
29955
48880

Errors
0.9%
3.0%
1.4%
7.1%
4.2%
5.3%

TABLE 9.11. The pass-bands of the double pass-band filter.
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CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
10.1

Conclusions

This dissertation presented a methodology to translate behavioral analog function de
scriptions into field programmable analog array implementation. The key components
of the proposed FP.A.A synthesis flow include function decomposition, macro-cell syn
thesis, placement Sc routing, and post-placement simulation. In this work, we studied
the challenges in the implementation of the first three subroutines. Techniques to
tackle these difficulties are also developed. The major work of this dissertation is
summarized in the following paragraphs.
In the work on function decomposition, we proved the correctness and equivalence
of the optimization criteria that were used in previous function decomposition pro
cedures. In addition, we developed a procedure which uses Dijkstra's shortest path
algorithm to efficiently search optimal function decomposition solutions. It is shown
that the proposed procedure is more efficient that the previous dv-namic program
ming and Depth-First Search (DPS) bjised approaches. Furthermore, we investigated
methods to include other practical concerns in function decomposition.
To implement macro-cell synthesis subroutine, a modified signal flow graph
was proposed to represent

FPAA circuits.

(BSFG)

The new graph representation is closely
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related to FPAA circuit implementation. By using BSFGs in FPAA synthesis, it is
easy to check if the synthesized circuits comply with FPAA hardware constraints.
For the purpose of exploring alternative circuit structures in FP.\A synthesis, BSFG
transformation procedures were developed to derive new circuit structures from ex
isting implementations. The correctness of all the proposed graph transformations
is proved in this thesis. In addition, we also proposed a new procedure to perform
capacitor scaling operations to cope with the fact that the available capacitor re
sources on FPAA chips are limited. The new capacitor scaling procedure is used to
find proper capacitor assignment for synthesized macro-cell circuits.
Finally, in the work on placement

routing, we developed an efficient method

to estimate the circuit performance degradation caused by FPA.\ parasitic effects.
This method suggests introducing a new FPAA parameter, the capacitor attenuation
factor, to model parasitic effects on SC-type FPAAs. By using the estimated perfor
mance degradation as the cost function, an FPAA placement and routing procedure
using branch-and-bound technique was developed in this work.
To demonstrate the validity of the proposed techniques, an FPAA synthesis tool
was developed for the MPAA chip.

Various filter circuits have been s\-nthesized

by using the developed FPAA sj-nthesis tool. The s\-nthesized circuits were down
loaded into the MPAA chip and measured by a network analyzer. The measurement
results show that the synthesized circuits are fairly accurate. The FPAA synthe
sis methodologies described in this dissertation will accelerate the use of FPAAs,
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and make them an excellent platform for rapidly prototyping analog circuits. Ad
ditionally, a potentially important application of FPAAs is their use in dynamically
re-configurable analog systems, where analog circuits are automatically re-configured
on-the-fly. The proposed synthesis methodology' will fit well in such applications. Fur
thermore. with the trend toward integrating FPAAs and FPGAs into a single chip
for mixed-signal applications, the proposed FPAA synthesis methodologies will be
combined with FPGA synthesis techniques to provide a complete design automation
flow for future field-programmable

10.2

mixed-signal devices.

Future Research

In this work, we addressed the synthesis techniques for FP.-VA devices. Further re
search can be conducted to improve the effectiveness of the FP.A.A synthesis proce
dure. This future research direction is discussed in Section 10.2.1. In addition, by
taking advantage of the developed FP.-VA synthesis techniques, researchers will be
able to automatically generate FP.A.A circuits. This makes it more convenient to con
duct experiments on implementing dynamically re-configurable analog systems with
using FPAAs. This research direction is discussed in Section 10.2.2. Furthermore,
the third research direction, which can benefit from this work, is to investigate how
to integrate FPAA and FPGA design automation methodologies together for future
mixed-signal field-programmable

devices. In this research frontier, a particular inter

esting direction is how to optimally partition mixed-signal systems into digital and
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analog implementation. \Ve discuss this research direction in Section 10.2.3.

10.2.1

Future Research on FPAA Sv-nthesis

In Chapter 7. we use a heuristic procedure (see Figure 7.7) to explore the design
space in macro-cell synthesis. Further research can be conducted to develop more
effective algorithms for this purpose. .A. notorious difficulty in analog synthesis is how
to efficiently search the design space. This difficulty is partially due to the fact that it
is hard to predict which searching direction will finally lead to the optimal solution.
Previously, simulated annealing and genetic algorithm have been used to tackle this
problem. However, these approaches normally require significant computation. In
order to achieve better searching efficiency, the issue of how to smartly select search
directions in macro-cell synthesis needs to be addressed. This is generally a hard
problem. However, any breakthrough in this research direction will have a major
impact on analog sj-nthesis.

10.2.2

Dynamically Re-configurable Analog Circuits

As discussed early, a ver>' promising application of FPAAs is their use in dynamically
re-configurable analog systems. There are many aspects that make dynamically reconfigurable circuits appealing in various applications. For example, to always achieve
optimal performance, dvTiamically re-configurable circuits can be re-configured on-
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the-fly to fit in changing environment. Also, fault-tolerant circuits can be achieved
by re-configuration such that faulty components are not used in the new circuits.
The developed FPAA synthesis techniques provide the mechanisms to automatically
generate FPAA circuits from function specifications. Therefore, future research on
dynamically re-configurable analog circuits can focus on how to generate function
specifications on-the-fiy.
Currently, the re-configuration of an FPAA device has to be conducted for the
whole chip. It means that the configuration bit streams for the whole chip have to
be downloaded into the FPAA device even if we want to change only a small portion
of the circuit. This results in a long configuration time. The re-configuration time is
also referred to as "'dead time" since FPAAs do not function during this period. The
existence of "dead time" poses a significant disadvantage for using current FPAAs
in dynamically re-configurable systems. Therefore, one interesting research direction
is to design FPAAs that allow partial re-configuration.

For such devices, FPAA

users can smartly select FPAA components for re-configuration to reduce or totally
eliminate the "dead time" .

10.2.3

Analog/Digital Partition for Mixed-Signal Circuits

The trend toward System-on-a-Chip (SoC) will lead to the integration of FPAAs and
FPGAs into a single chip. Recently, several works on developing field-programmable
mixed-signal arrays have been reported. With the arrival of such single-chip field-
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programmable devices, an emerging challenge for both circuit designers and CAD
tool developers is how to optimally partition a mixed-signal system into analog and
digital implementation. Although implementing as many functions in digital domain
as possible may seem as a straightforward partition method. However, this may result
in the following two problems. First, by this straightforward partition, the resulted
specifications (such as bandwidth) for digital circuits may become too demanding
to be realized with the given technology. Second, for some functions, their digital
implementation may consume more power or silicon resources than their analog im
plementation. These facts suggest the need to develop a methodologv" that smartly
partitions analog and digital functions. Note that there exist a large number of possi
ble analog/digital partitions. In order to efficiently examine these possible solutions,
accurate and computation-efficient behavioral models for FPAA circuits have to be
developed. By using these models, important circuit performance metrics, such as
power consumption and signal resolutions, should be able to be estimated at abstract
levels. This will allow that different partition solutions are examined with reasonable
computation costs.
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APPENDIX A

PROOFS OF GRAPH THEOREM AND TRANSFORMATION
A.l

Proof of Theorem 6.1

We prove Theorem 6.1 by induction. First, we assume that all the paths in d(vi) go
through only one virtual ground vertex Vj as shown in Figure A.l. In this case, each
path in 3(vi) consists of two edges. One edge is a fan-in of vj and the other one is the
fan-out edge of Vj. In addition, according to the definition of complete path sets, all
the fan-in edges of fj are covered by paths in J(v,). Using Equation 6.2. 6.3. and 6.4.
it is easy to show that the theorem is true for this base case.

FIGURE A.l. The base Ccise.

Assume that the theorem is true when all the paths in 3(vi) go through at most
n virtual ground vertices. Now, we are going to prove that the theorem is also true
when paths in /3(vi) go through n -h 1 virtual ground vertices. First, we assume that
there is only one path pi in /3(vi) going through n -I- 1 virtual ground vertices. On
path Pi, we select a vertex v/c that is neither the starting vertex nor the terminating
vertex of p. As shown in Figure A.2, we replace vertex

by a pair of vertices

and
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c^. This modification does not change the value of V t.,(s) as long as V j (.s) is always
"k
equal to V'o(s).

FIGURE A.2. Replacing vertex Vk by v} and u^.

We use Pt.^(.5(L'j)) to represent the path set that contains all the paths in
and visiting 1%. In addition, we use p ~ Ck to denote that path p visits vertex
Then, P{vk) can described as:

Pv^{3{vi)) = {p\p € 3{Vk) and p ~ Ck}

(A.l)

After the vertex splitting, each path p in P {ck) is divided into two sub-paths. One
sub-path is from I 'l to the terminating vertex of p , . This sub-path is called the upper
segment of p and denoted by spi{p). The other sub-path is from the starting vertex of

p to fjt - It is referred to as the lower segment of p and represented by spi{p). We use
SP^ to denote all the upper segments generated by the vertex splitting- Similarly,

SP~ is used to represent all the lower segments after the given vertex splitting. The
1
0
expressions of SP and SP" are given below:
5pl = {ZK = spi(p), uihere p € P„J5(r.))}

(A.2)

SP^ = {ij/ = sp2(p), where p G PrfcC^Cfi))}

(A.3)
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After the vertex splitting, the newly generated graph is denoted by G ' . We claim
that I3{VI) — PU^{3{VI)) + SP^ is a complete path set of VI in G'. Also SP~ is a
complete path set of v^. These arguments can be verified by using the definition of
complete path set. Since these two complete path sets contain paths that visit at
most n virtual ground vertices, we obtain the expressions for the voltage signals at
node Vi and

as the following:

V'..W=

"Z,

(A.4)

p€{d(i/.)-P„^0(u.))+Spl}
'•„2(')= Yi
9
iespRe-arrange equation A.4. we have

'•.•.( » • ) =

• l»<o('')

H
.v,(p) s^''"""-r.,w(s) +v;i(s)P6{;i(i».)-Put(3(tr.))}
"

(A.o)

-VjC?)(A.6)

Since V'i(s) = V'2(s), substitute Equation A.5 into Equation A.6.
"k
T
v.,(^) =
+

^
12 12
lesp'- <7€Spl

'\(p) •

• Km(S)
(A.-)

There exit "one-to-one" relations between paths in Pv^(3(vi)) and elements in the
C a r t e s i a n p r o d u c t o f S P ^ a n d S P ~ . F o r p 6 P^.i^{^{vi)). I € S P ~ . a n d q € S P ^ .
if p corresponds to the combination of I and q, then there exist relations: Ng{p) —
jVg{l) • Ng{q) and Sdisip) = Sdis{l) + Sdis{q)- By using the above relations, we can
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simplify Equation A.7 into:

v..(s) =

I'.(«(»)

pePv^(^(v,))
=

-V!,{P)-s^"-""-V;(p)W

(A.8)

pe/9(t;,)
This shows that the Theorem 6.1 is valid when there is one path in d{c,) going through
+ 1 virtual ground vertices. By assuming that the theorem is correct when there
are m path in

going through n + 1 virtual ground vertices, we can show that

the theorem is valid when there are m + 1 paths in 3{ui) going through « + I virtual
ground vertices. This indicates that Theorem 6.1 is valid when all the paths in 3{c,)
go through at most n + 1 virtual ground vertices. This concludes our proof.

A.2

•

Correctness of Graph Construction Procedure

We first prove that sub-routine AddPath( vi, ki, iro. k^) adds a simple path from
vertex {vi.tTue.ki) to {v2,true,0) with s distance ki by induction.
Base case: If fc2 = 0 and vertex

false,0) does not exist, the sub-routine

AddPath will insert vertex (i;2r false, 0) into the graph and add two resistive edges
connecting vertices (fi, true, ^i), {v2, false, 0), and {v2, true, 0). The added two edges
create a simple path from {vi,true, ki) to {v2, true, 0) with s distance 0. On the other
hand, if A:2 = 0 and vertex {v2, false, 0) exists, the sub-routine AddPath adds only
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one resistive edge from {vi.true, ki) to {v2, false, 0), creating a simple path from
{ui,true,0) to {vi.true.Q) with S distance 0.
Hypothesis: Assume the statement is true when ko = kjn.
Induction: First, we prove that sub-routine AddPath works as stated when ko > 0.
Consider the operation of AddPath(vy, ki, V2, km + 1/ If

f alse, km) exists, the

sub-routine will add a capacitive edge from {vi,true, ki) to {v2, false, km), creating
a simple path from vertex {vi, true, ki) to {v-2,true,0) with s distance Km + 1- If
{u>. false, km) does not exit, sub-routine AddPath will insert vertices {c-y. false, km)
and {co. true, km)- .-Vlso. AddPath( ih. km, Vn, km) will be recursively called to create
a simple path from {1:2. true, km) to {v2,true.Q) with s distance of km- Thereafter,
it will add a capacitive edge from {I'l.true.ki) to {v2. false, km) and a resistive edge
from {v->, false, km) to {vo, true, km)-

It creates a new path from {ci. true, ki) to

{v2,true,0) with S distance km + I-

Hence, sub-routine AddPath works properly

when ^2 > 0. Similarly, it can be proved that it also works as stated when k-^ < 0.
This proves that sub-routine AddPath( ui, ki, V2, k2) adds a simple path from vertex
{vi.true, ki) to {v2,true,0) with s distance k2.
The pseudo-code of procedure BuildGraph shows that a simple path from vertex
Vj to vertex vi with s distance kj is added for each terra in Equation Vi-, (.s) = ^aj •

3
For any input signal

of the analog function described by the linear

equations, it only appears at the right hand side of equations. Thus, the graph
construction procedure never adds a path that is terminated at V'i./s corresponding
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signal vertex Ui. It implies that Vi is a primary input vertex. This concludes that both
the constructed BSFG and the set of linear equations share the same input signal set
/.
For each linear equation V't,, (s) =

we use 3(vi) to represent
J
the paths added by procedure BuildGraph. First, all the paths in 3{vi) are simple
paths. Second, since at least one new edge is added during the operation for a
term, paths in 3{i) do not contain each other. Finally, Because V„,(.§) only appear
at the left hand side of equations once, there exists the following relation: V p €
{maximal path set). 3 p' € 3{ui), 3

p D p'. This concludes that d{v,) is

complete path set of b\. Thus, the immediate expression of

based on J(f,) is

structurally equivalent to equation V y,(.b-) = ^aj •
This proves that the
J
constructed BSFG contains functions represented by the set of linear equations. The
proof of the correctness of the graph construction procedure is complete.

A.3

•

Correctness of Edge Forwaxd Transformation

According to Theorem 6.1. we can write the expression for the voltage signal associ
ated with each non primary- input vertex as following:

v ; , ( s ) = Y.
P€i3(vj)

• KwW

(A.9)

For a given edge e and its associated forward candidate set

we use SP{e.T) to

represent all the simple paths from e to vertices belonging to J-. In addition, we
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define that a node u is contained by a path p in 5P(e,

if (1) v is on path p: (2) u

is not the starting vertex of edge e. During the process of writing Equation A.9 for
each vertex vj, we manager the selection of 3{vi) such that the starting vertex of path
p, where p € ,3(vi), is not contained in any path belonging to SP{e.J^). This can be
done since all the paths in SP{e,J^) are simple paths. Furthermore, we can partition
3{vj) into 3i{vj) and 32[vj) such that 3i{vj) contains paths starting from vertex Vj
itself and 3i{^j) contains the other paths. With this partition. Equation A.9 can be
arranged as:

•''"'"I-

i:

I•„,,(»)

This equation is referred to as the non-recursive expression for signal
non-recursive expression of \'uj{s),

*

'

In the

only appears at the left hand side of the

equation.
We can substitute the non-primar>- input signals appearing on the right hand
side of Equation A.10 by their non recursive expressions. We repeat the substitution
process until the right hand side of the equation contains only primary inputs signals.
The obtained expression is a function depending on both primary inputs and simple
paths in the graph. We denote this expression as the following:

(A.ll)
where,

,-- •

are primary inputs and pi, • • - Pm are simple paths in the graph.

For every primarv* output signal, if its expression in the format of Equation A.ll is
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obtained by following the above procedure, there exists the relation: if a path p which
appears in the expression visits edge e, p must contain a path belonging to SP{e,T).
This statement is justified by the following two facts:
• The starting vertex of path p, where p €

is not contained in any path

belonging to SP(e.
• Non primar\' output vertices are in the middle of any path belonging to SP(e.T)
For all the paths appearing in the equation, we can partition them into set Vi and
Vo such that Vi contains all the paths that visit edge e and V2 contains the other
paths. We claim that every path in Vi contain a path in SP{e,

This is due to the

second condition ( U Pe{vj) = Vie)) in the definition of forward candidate sets. By
Oj€.F

performing edge for\vard transformation, all the paths in V2 are not affected. However,
all the paths in Vi are eliminated by the transformation. From the procedure of edge
forward transformation, it can be shown that for each eliminated path in "Pi there is
a new path added such that the new path has the same s distance as well as starting
and terminating vertices as the old path. By properly setting the numerical weights of
the new paths, we can obtained the same expression for every primarv' output signal.
Therefore, the edge forvvard transformation is correct.

•
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A.4

Correctness of Loop Redirection Transformation

From the definition of BSFGs, it is easy to show that paths p' and p have the fol
lowing relations if p' is constructed by reversing both edge directions and the signs of
numerical weights along path p:

Sdisip')

=

(A.r2)

-Sd,Ap)

(A.13)
where, m is the number of edges on p (or p').
Assume that a loop redirection transformation is performed for loop c. c can be
treated as a simple path from vertex Uc to Cc, where Cc can be any signal vertex on
loop c. We assume that 3{vc) is a complete path set of Cc which contains loop c.
Thus, the signal on Uc can be expressed as:
Kv(.s) = .v,(c).s^"-'=l-v;.(s)+

^

.V,(p) •

• v;,p)(s)

(A.14)

P€^(vit)-{c}

Because the only fan-in edge of Vc is on loop c, all the paths in 3 will go through at
least one virtual ground vertex on c. For a path p in set 3 — {c}. assume that Vg is
the first virtual ground vertex on which p and c converge. Then. Vg partitions p into
two sub-paths

Pvg- where

is the sub-path shared by p and loop c.

In addition, p„g is the sub-path from the source vertex of p to Vg. We refer to pvj
as the off-loop path of p and use 5[vg) to represent all the off-loop paths terminated
at vertex Vg. Also, We use V'G(c) to represent all the virtual ground vertices on c.
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Then, the voltage signal Vu^(.s) can be written as:

Ug &VG{c)

Pvg €S (Ug)

(A.15)

By algebraic manipulation, Equation A.15 can be arranged as:
VvA^-)
:V„(c) •
(f
',V*gv

E
tvevc(c)

A . •'>

' 9( f

(^^9 —* tfc )

y/

) . ^Su.Ap,.g _

/ V

Pv,ej(vg)
(A.16)

Please note that BSFGs are bipartity graphs. In bipartity graphs, the number of
edges in a path p is even if and only if p starts and ends at the same type of nodes.
By using this fact and relations in Equation A.12 and A.13. Equation A.16 can be
simplified as:

Vi(s)

=
+

Y,
geVG{t')

'• H
Pgeff'ig)

• v,,(s) (A.17)

This equation is the expression of signal V'„^ (s) after the loop redirection transforma
tion.
The above discussion shows that for each signal vertex on c its corresponding signal
is described by identical equations before and after loop redirection transformation.
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For any signal vertex that does not belong to c, we can always find a complete path
set such that no paths in the set contain edges belonging to c. Therefore, no paths will
be changed by the transformation and the equation that describes the corresponding
voltage signal will remain the same after the transformation. It concludes that the
function of a BSFG will not be changed after loop redirection transformations.

•
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APPENDIX B

MEASUREMENT RESULTS OF SYNTHESIZED FPAA
CIRCUITS

1

I

S
I
I

FIGURE B . l . F i r s t - o r d e r l o w - p a s s f i l 
ter fo = 10 A.'

FIGURE B .2. First-order high-pass fil
ter fo = 10 A'

FIGURE B .3. lOth-order cascaded
low-pass filter /„ = 20A', Q = 1

FIGURE B .4. 20th-order cascaded
low-pass filter /„ = 20Ar, Q = 1

8
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I

FIGURE B .5.
lOth-order cascaded
high-pass filter fo = 10 K, Q = I

1

FIGURE B .6. 20th-order cascaded
high-pass filter /„ = lOA', Q = 1

A

1

•/

L
FIGURE B .7.
lOth-order cascaded
band-pass filter /„ = 20K, Q = I

FIGURE B .8. 20th-order cascaded
band-pass filter /„ = 20A', Q = 1

I:'

FIGURE B .9lOth-order cascaded
band-stop filter /„ = 20A', Q = 1

FIGURE B.IO. 20th-order cascaded
band-stop filter /„ = 20A', Q = I
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FIGURE B . l l . 2 n d - o r d e r l o w - p a s s f i l 
ter fo = 20A', Q — 0.05

FIGURE B.12. 2nd-order low-pass fil
ter fo = 20A'. Q = 15

•V,

/

FIGURE B.13. 2nd-order high-pass fil
ter fo = 20A', Q = 0.2

FIGURE B.14. 2nd-order high-pass fil
ter fo = 20A'. Q = 20

8

8

I

I

FIGURE B.15. 2nd-order band-pass
filter fo = 20A'. Q = 0.1

FIGURE B.16. 2nd-order band-pass
filter fo = 20A', Q = 18

I
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a.

I

1-4
I-'

FIGURE B .17. 2ncl-order band-stop
filter fo = 20K, Q = 0.1

FIGURE B.18. 2nd-order band-pass
filter fo = '20K. Q = o

FIGURE B.19. 2nd-order low-pass fil
ter fo = lA'. Q = 1

FIGURE B.20. 2nd-order high-pass fil
ter fo = 2 K . Q = I

8

8
I
I

I
I
ir*

FIGURE B.21. 2nd-order band-pass
filter fo = 2.5K. Q = I filter

FIGURE B.22. 2nd-order band-stop
fo = 2.5A', Q = I
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